
Milton,
Thomas W. I



1lovemnber 24th, 1922.

bpi dear Tom:

I have yours of the 20th. P/by in the devil don't
you oone dorm here in Janmry and not Febraary? We can take
care of you in January, and it is a bettor month to play Golf '
or do anything else, and we can get you in the hotels. Jociety
people from the Forth pile in here in February and pile out
the mindle of .aroh. ' However, I will take care of you some
way or other -• you may have to sleep in a Garage, but I will
take care of you,- certainly we can give you enouGh to eat.

And rigzht nbv, Tom' I want to give you a tip. Got
out of the automobile business, and get two or three fello--s
together with you and come dowm here and build a hotel. A
hotel will repay in ten years its cost in the ground value
that goes with a hotel site, and in the mean time it will earn
twenty to twenty-five per cent. - and you only have to work
three months in the year.

".e need twenty hotels here at the Bcach. ,o are
going to turn amy more one million dollars ;!orth of business
this season. Last year` Fingo on 150 rooms earned 1123,000.
net, and the year before it earned $122,000. --a Lincoln with
66 rooms, earned 43,000. last year and is going to earn ;;50,000.
this year. The Lincoln opened up the 5th of this month on a
paying basis.

The season is getting longer here and it is going
to be the greatest place in the United States for hotels. 7e
can make. more here than any Chicago hotel can lake, and they work
twelve months in the year, while we work four.

- Tours,
Rr. Thomas J. Hay,
2519 Liohi: n " ene,
Chicago.

- OGP-EC
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Oc itober 28, 1926

ir, .Geo. Leboutilier
V. Pres. Long Island Ry.
Panna. Station, N, T.

Dear Mr. LeBoutilier

I was very sorry to hear of the mizup of the lot you
bought at montluk. Some time ago LSr. Tamra ilton selected

-these lots, had them arksd off on the map, paid 410,000 into

toe Company for stock, sold his racing cars, made a special
trip to Galifornia to dispose of some property and came here
to invest his money in Lntauk ldts and buildings. He has an
architect woring on plane now and 3 have already agreed to
building, u temporasy house on one of i1 lots, and then when
I build epposite the Lake, I agreed to turn my house over for
sale.

It would be a hardship for Ur. Lilton to cake a change
at this time, and as we have other locations equally na good,
we want to locate you as quickly as possible on some of the
remaining desirable spots. Personally I prefer the eastern

side of the lake and I have sold eiOt of those choice sites.
We have, of course, four or five undred choice sites on

either Bide of the lak¶, but I am particularly interested in
the highest spots.

We cannot live on the Eastern side of the lake until

next fall, as it is quite expensive to get water and roads

and telephone and lights over that territory for the next
nine months. If you do not expect to build for the next
twelve months, you could select' some wonderful spots on
either. If you expeot to build next succor, the Western side
will be best 'adapted for yogr needs. Ho wever, it occured to
me that you might want to build this summer or rather next
s-sr on the estern side of the lake. If you want to build
on the 'Easte-rn side, I would suggest that you select a piece
of property on that side and have it put away for you.

To have no doubt, but that we will have a continual
demand for houses on either side of the lake this coming
season and especially two years from now.

After your kindwes to us, I certainly want to co-
operate with you to the limit, but I am sure you would not
want us to get Mr. ilton in any trouble or difficulties
after the plans he has mde to get these lots.

l " * t
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Ur. Geo. LeBoutilior - 2 - October 28, 1926

Expect to leave here about the sixth or eighth :or
the South,

Just'a little mom for'your information: Without any
effort on our part, or advertising, we have sold more
property at Montauk in sixty days than we sold at Meiami
Beach the first six peatsof our developing work there.

Very truly yours,

COF:JD

I



MONTAUK BEACH DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

MEMO. TO CARL G. FISHER DATE July 20th, 1927.

FSteve Hannagan SUBJECT

Enclosed are pictures of Lindberg and .ilton, shoviing
the sin Vlarity you see in the ir faci expressions. I am
getting another picture of Lindberg which I believe will
please you even better and will forwar it to you as soon
as it is received by me. If you wan $ copies of
these pictures, I can get them for yo

St v gan

SH/F T
ukcls.
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' Lindbergh's Smile of Triumph
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Photograph of Capt. Charles Lindbergh, hero of the nonstop fil
Paris, with the boyish smile that wreathed his face at the completion
great feat.
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Photograph of Capt. Charles Lindbergh, hero of the nonstop til
Paris, with the boyish smile that wreathed his face at the completion
great feat
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Steve Hannagan. July 30, 1927.

Mr. Fisher. Lindberg-Milton picture

I have had framed the photos of Lindberg and Tommy Milton. I want
some pictures here at this office and at Montauk Manor in several of
the suites, also at Miami Beach and in al our hotels at Miami Beach.
It will probably take fifty pictures frame ike this one which I have
on the Shadow K.
I would like to label these, I think (subject to correction)
"Tommy Milton, Greatest Automobile Driver in th world up to 1927.
Lindberg, greatest Air Pilot in the world up t 1927.
Note the resemblance in features of these men high speed."

Or it may be better to label them.
"Tommy lilton, who is the champion driver of hig opoed automobiles;
Colonel Lindberg, who iu the champion lo airplane pilot;
Note the resemblange."

In fact, some little time must be gi t .ork out th wording for
these picturea. suppose you write and vernor Cox and two or
three other people who have some as on t a subject and get their
reflections. Also I would send hoto t ~indberg and ask him if
he has any objoction. If he has obj ion to our doing this for
the pleasure of our guests, we, of , will cancel same at once.
This will not, however, stop us from ing Ur. Llilton's picture in
all our hotels and offices, lie olonel Lindberg will be
agreeable to thij complims we ar yi o p..-, him.

We have also asked Lindb g to be our hiof paco .ia-or next season
at IndiAnapolis. I am t at all su he will accept but I have
taken this matter up wit Riokenbacke to write Lindborg direct as
Lindberg and Rickenbacke a well - uainted in the air service.

CGP: T



MONTAUK BEACH DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

MONTAUK. LONG ISLAND

August 11, 1927.

John Oliver LaGorce, Esq.,
National Geographic Magazine,
Washington, D.C.

My dear Mr. LaGorce:

Mr. Carl G. Fisher, noting the striking resemblance in
photographs between Tommy Milton, retired automobile
racing champion, and Col. Charles A. Lindbergh, who was
the first man to fly across the Atlantic, alone, has
instructed me to have framed several copies of. these
pictures with an appropriate caption beneath.

He has asked me to call upon you for suggestions as to
the wording of the caption.

He suggests either, "Tommy Milton, greatest autoaobile
driver in the world up to 1927. Lindbergh, greatest air
pilot in the world up to 1927. Note the resemblance in
features of these men of high speed", or "Tommy ilton,
who is the champion driver of high speed automobiles;
Colonel Lindbergh, who is the champion long distance air-

plane pilot; Note the resemblance."

I suggest, "DOES HIGH SPEED MOULD FEATURES TO FIT ITS FRAME?"
as a caption beneath both pictures and beneath the flyer's
features, "Colonel Charles A. Lindbergh, daring aviator, who,
unaccompanied, was the first pilot to fly an airplane across
the Atlantic Ocean" and beneath ilton's likeness, "Tommy Milton,
retired International Automobile Racing Champion, the first man
to travel more than 150 miles an hour on four wheels."

What do you suggest? ) V

Sinc 
~ely,



Tommy Milton....
To be world's champion at anything, including tiddliwinks, in a

real achievement, in my estimation. To *th be International champion ip
the most hazardous sport in the world is about the greatest honor in the
1uxhbr universe. The next man I will introduce is just that. He is Tomm*
Milton, retired automobile racing champion, the only driver who ever twice
won the International 500-mle race at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway, which
by the way also is owned by Mr. Fisher, and until'after his retirement the
only driver who everxtrnnd.ksdnifzS6.xx officially travelled 156.04
miles an hour on four wheels. For thirteen consecutive years he faced
danger of every type on the track, has several spills, and through it all
he was a business zmxxxhx man who kept a perfect set of books and figured
real estate values while travelling 130 miles an hour while people in the
grandstands were figuring how cheaply he held his life. I will ask Mr.
Milton tostell us some of his experiences.

.C.W. Chase

The next man I am going to introduce knows a great deal about organising
big meetings of x#krt±trxsportirg endeavor. For several years he has been
clharged with the organization that produces the largest max power boating
regatta in the world. Pete Chase

James Caf±fery

The next man probaoiy is known to you Dy name butxax few of you

p:obably have seen him in the flesh. He is the general manager of the

Mintauk but is much more human than the title would indicate. He's wuite

an athlete himself. He Played third base on the Georgetown University

nine While he was working his way through college and give up a ]nh t
business

career on the big league diamonds to continue his prefeeeieona. career.

He also talks a great game of golf and tennis and it is through his interest

I am alre that we will be able to get some athletic equipment. Let's let

him tell us about it.
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T!y do-.r lkinner;

3ince or or two dt 'ril -"' - - -
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;>"r. left Calif., to go with ycu I had
chip pith ay bank but I have been away throe years and apr
from normal chrinkago in ascets I cut them in two laest Januar.
wshen I effected a property settlement with I/re. Hilton. T }ave
not the slightest doubt that I v:ill be able to make very eati:-
factory arrangemorts with my bank if I can secure any businre:

b I consider it 7ould be very bad Judgoment to have to call
- ,r before I get under way. If T can :ith : ouCe
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and two ... _;. ..
will occupy a much more substantial positior v.it. tho bank.
I sold the one remaining racing car I-had yeetorday for
three thousand dollars but do not got the money until September
15th. Tith racing care a drug on the market at this time I
c6neider I made a good sale. I also sold my Victrola for eigh
hundred dollars which I will get in sixty days. T have a pass-
enger car which I can soll for five thousand dollars when I
have had it refinished so that if the Aorocar business is mct
too slow I feel I will make the grade alright. Cliff Durant
has agreed to go into the deal with me fifty fifty but if I
can manage it I would rather go it alone.

You know me well enough to know that I am more or less a
"hot and Cold" individual but finally I have got my ahthusi-
asm up and apparently it is going to stay put. T ae really
quite optimistic about the Aerocer.

Vith kind personal regards, I am,

Sincerely,

Tommy hilto



GEO .MFT

INDIANAPOLIS.
IND.

Please deposit the twenty five hundred dollars at the
head office of the Chase National Bank,'.!ew York City,
for my credit. Their address until recently was 57 3ro°:ry.
The have .oved into new qunrters which I understond 're ery
nerr their o re;-. ?r' 'u.

N.MLFAIDLAN ST. & 0OULEVAR
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June 25, 1929.

Mr. Thomas W. Miltn,
Varott Hotel,
Indianapolils.

Fear Tommys

I have yours of the 19th.17e have already deposited to your aooount
in the Chase National the $2,500. You
are the only man in the United States
that could borrow $2 500 from me right
now unless he was dying or gCAng to be
hung or something like that.

I am glad you finally de-
cided to go into a legitimate business.
If you will devote yourself with your
brains and ability to some legitimate
;usiness for the next few years you will

be o.k. Personally, I consider you have
wasted the last five or six years of your
life fooling with racing care. However,
ypu are damned lucky you -re alive and
have your health; that is the main point.

Drop me a note once in a
while and tell me what you run into.

TRure,

00F:T
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May 3, 1930.

Vr. Thomas W. Milton,
Fort Shelby Hotel,
Detroit, Michigan.

Dear Tommyt

I have instructed Bob today to
get out a memorandum for $5,000.00 of
Kpntauk stook for you as a gift.

As you undoubtedly know, there
is no "water" in.Montauk stock. This
stock cost one hundred cents on te. dollar
and when it ooamenoes to make good it
should make very good.

I do this in ex-reciation of
ansistance that you have given in the
past.

Very truly yours,

00FtT

PS. Stock oertifioate will be sailed you
from Montauk next week.
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May IIth.,I930.

:r. Carl C. Fisher,
ontauk Beach,

Long Island, New York.

i:y dear "Skip";

Ey trip here was quite speedy but also quite uneventful. Since
my arrival I have been so very busy at the factory that I have
not found time to write you nor have I yet been able to see
1r. 3veritt. I went out to the Aerocar plant Saturday after-
noon and looked the place over, again, but Mr. 3veritt was not
there. He has been out of the city for some days but is now back
and I will try to arrange my wonk so as to see him tomorrow.
When I have talked with him I will write you what I think of
his set-up.

I have seen Van Ranst several times and have informed him that
he is going to work nights with me on the design of an Aerocar.
He has agreed to do this and I am sure that if we are actually
able to get into this thing we can develop something worth while.
I am wiring Wheeler to forward blue prints of the latest cars
constructed at Opa-Locka.

For your information, the ghost has walked at Packard. Hr.
Macauley has not inclined to pessimism regarding the business
conditionsof the country until quite recently. He in common

with many others held to the opinion that April would see every-
thing in good drder again but April has passed and so has the
illusion. Convinced that Uncle Sam is a sick man and will re-
quire time in which to recuperate he is ordering his house ac-
cordingly.

Since last October the shop has been working only four days a

week whereas the executives have been drawing full pay. He has

ordered that all unnecessary employees be dismissed, that ex-
ecutives accept a cut and that shop and administration depart-
ments, with lessened forces, will work five days a week.

It has always been my opinion that if any employees were to
be let out that yours truly would be number one so I felt very
good and quite complimented when Uolonel Vincent, in explaining

_________---~~- -
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the new order, informed me that it would be impossible for him
to keep me on as a consultant but that, if I were willing to do
so, he'would be glad to have me come into tho factory on full
time at my present salary. Considering that some of the engineer-
ing department will be dismissed I feel that I have reason to
feel complimented.

This brings me to the real point of this letter. You talked with
me about working for you. 'hen you were not serious you mentioned
salary and when I believe you were serious you said nothing about

salary. I should like to know whether you still feel that I could
be of value to you and if so at what salary you are interested
in employing me. I should also like to know whether I am to work
for you personally or for one, or all, of your companies and who

is to be my boss. These matters are of interest to me only as they
rolate to my ability to DELIVER.

A year ago I could have, and would willingly have, gone with
you as a trial horse. Today I am unable for financial reasons
to do this. I have to choose between my present employment, in

which field, my identification, (racing advertising) training
and experience give me a sort of special ability and. going into
a field about which I know practically nothing- with the except-
ion of your Trieber and Aerocar interests- with no qualification
for success other than, perhaps, good common sense and a little

jack-ass philosophy.

Remaining with Packard I believe I will succeed. If in working
for you I may look forward to your personal direction of my

efforts, I believe I could succeed but if working for you means
being placed under the.direction of your other hirelings it is
unattractive.

In person you refuse to submit to compliments but if you read
this far you must learn that I have enjoyed so thoroughly and
value so highly the personal relationship that has existed be-
tween us that I would not willingly enter into a business re-
lationship, at any price, that would jeopardize the personal
one. That you will not infer I am issuing a lot of boloney let
me tdd that I honestly believe that so far as money is concerned
I am better off as your friend than as your employee. On the
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Page three.

other hand I have learned more business from you than from any
body els'e I have known and there is plenty more that you can
teach me if you are disposed to make the effort.

From these ramblings you will observe that I am seeking, more

than anything else, your counsel as my friend rather than in-

formation from a prospective employer. I would not write this

kind of letter to the latter. Give me credit for that.

I told Vincent that I am considering working for you and asked

for a few days to make a decision which he extended but I am

sure that he is anxious to know what I am going to do as soon

as possible so please drop me a line at your earliest conveni-

ence.

liith kindest regards, I am,

Sincerel s,
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- May 38, 1930.

kr. Thomas W. Milton, 5
Fort Shelby Hotel,

%Det roit , Mi chigan.

Dear Mr. Lilton:

I .m enclosing Voting Trust
Certificate No. 19, representing 500
shares of Vontauk Beach Developaent
Corporation stooks together with a
letter stating the conditions on which
the stook is being issued to you.

Will you kindly sign the
original copy of letter and the rmall t

receipt attached, returning both to
this office?

Very truly yours,

1

4,

T

hot.

U. a

Seoretary to Mr. Fisher. '~t:Z. ->
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INDIANAPOLIS ATHLETIC CLUB

INDIANAPOLIS

June Ist.,I930.

Mr. Carl G. Fisher,
Montauk Beach,
Long Island, New York.

My dear "Skip";

Your letter of May 21st., is before me. I shall try to
cover the points you have discussed.

The business in California is not yet self-sustaining
and if I were to become dependent upon it for my living
also we mighteasily get into a difficult situation. It
seems much better to me that I, for the present, do what
I can to create some income. You have been most generous
but we do not want to have to lean on you any further. I
can go on with Packard and make enough money so I will
have a few dollars to spare for the business in an emer-
genoy.

With regard to your making me a present of your Observa-
tion car let me say that while it is going to be a very
great help to have the use of this money for the present
I shall not consider it a gift until I am willing to admit
that I cannot make enough money to repay you.

Having decided to remain with Packard I have been very
busy with Colonel Vincent since I last talked with you.
He asked me to go to French Lick with him and also here
to the races. During this trip I had the opportunity to
beagme very much better acquainted with him. He is a fine
fellow and also has been very good to me.

Van Ranst and I have some ideas in mind that may make us
some real money. Van has a wonderful amount of originality
but not much business ability. I will not go into this
further until I have more definite news.

Since talking with you I have had no time to see Everitt
but I will see him as soon as I return to Detroit, which
will be in a few days. I did not yet have the photographs
of the new cars when I left Detroit but I now have them
and if he is interested at all I will get in touch with
you in regard to borrowing your car to show them. I am
sure you appreciate that we feel it would be of the great-
est value to us to have them adopt the new design, however,
there is no reason why they should not pay the expense of
the trip from Montauk to Detroit and return. I feel they
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will be happy to do this. In the event they are not and
I have the approval of the parent company I will get an-
other company to manufacture oars of the new design.

- If I have not already thanked you for the stook of the
Montauk Corporation I want you to know how greatly I
appreciate your generosity. Your gifts cause me some
uneasiness and I may say, in all truthfulness, that it
is the generosity of your time that I appreciate most.
Your advice and counsel I have always valued very highly
and always shall and I shall try to merit your consider-
ation. If you will give me this I will be able to make
some money for myself.

I will return to Detroit in a day or two and will let yoy
know what success I have with Everitt.

With kindest regards, I am,

Sier



(AA\ITHE CARL G. FISHER PROPERTIES

MEMO TO Mr. Carl G. Fisher

FRO L

JunA 25 _ 1930

SUBJECTPaul Kun~schi

Under date of June 20, 1929 you loaned to Thomas W. Milton the sum of $2,500.00
for which he gave his note bearing interest at 7;o. The note is now past due.
Please advise whether we shall make an effort at this office to collect the note
or whether you will have same attended to at your office.

PAUL KUNSCHIK

FROM Paul Kunschik

DETF

PK :MKH

r, a

Y'V ,



FROM MR. FISHER DATE JUg 28 1930

Mr. Paul Kunschik. SUBJECT

y

Make no effort to collect the Toemy Milton note
at this time.

*1
'3 . .

MEMORANDUM

To

;, t r , 
tr f

-- ' <,''+"W _11 `S.( . __ ' f <_c'1 1 :, S.Y.

0tGPtT
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August 4th.,I930.

My dear "Skipper"s

Sinoe my last brief visit I have wanted to write you but I have
witheld writing from week io' week hoping that I would have some
good news to write about rather than have to tell you that every-
thing looks a bit dark.

First of all the aerocar business has been lousy. One oar in
May and one oar in June and that is about the way it has been
going for many months. It costs us $I000 a month to operate so
you can see where we are getting. About a month ago I wrote
Homer that he had better start casting around for a buyer for
our business or start to sell olthe inventory with the idea
that we would work out of the business as fast as we could for
we have not the capital to see it through. Business generally
is lousy and I believe that is most of our trouble just now
but we cannot get our operating expense lower and so despite
the fact the we believe we have gone through the worst of it
we are confronted with the necessity of getting out of business.

Homer wrote me a couple of weeks ago that he had uncovered a
man by the name of Small that was really interested in forming
a company to take over our business. Homer has been negotiating
with him since then and we have arrived, I think, at a plan that
is workable and reasdnably fair. The important part to us is that
we will get cash for our inventory and $50,000 stock in the new
company. If these new fellows are square shooters and have the
ability that Homer thinks they have the stock may be worth some-
thing someday. Of course, we lose control of the business, but
in our condition, I don't see how we can avoid it. We just have
to take the best deal that is offered.

The condition upon which the new deal will go through is that
we get a franchise ( manufacturing ) from the parent o. for
three years. I have said that if this is necessary we could get
it. I had no right to say this but I believe you will stand
back of me in this. I see no reason why the parent company should
not want to give them a license for three years if you are con-
vinced that they mean to proceed along sound business lines.
The franchise solicited is just for the pacific coast. It appwars
that these fellows ( Small and Graves ) mean to raise sufficient
money to handle the proposition in a bigger way than we have and
I believe it necessary to have more capital than we had to put it
over.
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The enclosed letter from Homer indicates what the deal is that
these fellows offer. Also you will note that they are considering
flying east to have a talk with me and then going on to New York
to have a talk with you. If you will consent to see us I think
it would be a great help to us. Our greatest security in the new
arrangement lies in my friendly relations with you. Homer, un-
doubtedly, has told them that I have a big " drag" with you and
I suspect that these men are anxious to ascertain just what the
relationship is. If you felt disposed to tell them that you would
be guided largely by my judgement, or that you were planning on
making me President of the patent holding company, or something
of that sort I believe they would not try to double cross us. I
would come on to New York (Montauk) with them if you are disposed
to take a part in the trahsaction. It is easily possible that
you might suggest a new and different plan that would be acceptable
to them and better for us.

Regarding the steel-tubing car and your observation aar I am
sorry to say that we have not been able to move either of these
jobs. I instructed Homer to bend every effort to move the tubing
car so that you would not have to pay the note for $2500 which
you signed for this job. I told him to move it at any price so
as to pay the $2500 to Cuttiss but they have not been able to
do so. Our inventory now amounts to $20,000 and if this deal
goes through we will be able to pay this obligation, at least
and perhaps more. I don't know the extent of our operating loss
so I don't khow what we will have left out of the $1 $20,000
we will get for our inventory when we have paid our bills. If
there is any cash left I will apply it on the $2500 that I owe
you. I am very anxious to discharge some of the obligations to
you but unless some such deal goes through I am unable to do a
damn thing. The fact is that I am flat as a pancake right now
and am hanging on by my eyebrows to the deal Van Hanst and I
are working on here. It looks very , very promising and I think
we will close a deal this month which will put us on easy street
for a while, at least, but at the moment I am in bad shape.

I would appreciate very much your taking the time to look over
Homer's letter regarding the Small deal and then letting me
know whether it will be agreable to have me bring these men to
Montauk to talk the matter over.

With kindest regards to yourself and Margaret, I am, ask always,

Sincerely,
Please excuse many errors. Am in a hurry.
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Mr. Carl G. Fisher,
Montauk Beach,
Long Island, N.Y.

My dear "Skip";

Thanks for your letter of August 6th. Perhaps I did not make it

clear that all I want you to do in the proposed deal is to get

into it conversationally. When these men come east I will bring

them to Montauk and if you will just talk to us for a while I

am sure that is all that will be necessary. I do not want to burden

you beyond making some suggestions. We will fight and worry over

the details ourselves. The essence, from our standpoint, it seems

to me, is to get over the impression that I am solid with the

patent holding company. That I believe will insure their going

ahead on a reasonably sound square basis.

I am very sorry to learn that Margaret has not been well. Your letter

was the first I had had heard of her illness. I hope it is not ser-

ious and that she will soon be herself again.

If conditions were somewhat different I would come on to New York

at once. Sometimes I think that your couttesy to me is predicated

on a desire just to help a poor struggling so-and-so and at other

times I think that you really find some pleasure in my society. The

fine visits I have had with you have been the most pleasant and also

MEMBER. AMERICAN HOTEL ASSOCIATION
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the most instructive experiences of my young life. No doubt you

could not stand me around for long but I think that for a few days

at a time you do find me a diversion. The thing that brings this

matter to mind is that the tone of your letter convinces me that

you are worrying and I think I know why. I would like to spend a

week or so down there and if I can arrange to do so you will get

a wire that I am on my way.

The deal I am working on here continues to hang fire for no good

reason. If it goes over it will be a "pip" and I believe it will

go over. In the meantime I cannot leave here. Once we get this over

I will be able to leave here on Wednesday and return on Monday morn-

ing so that I am hoping to be able to spend two or three week-ends

with you, at least, before you go South.

The enclosed contract may or may not be of the slightest interest

to you but it is not necessary to read it. If you do or do not read

it please tear it up and throw it away. You have always been inter-

ested to a degree and perhaps you will be interested in knowing what

the hell I am trying to put over here now. The terms as set forth

in this instrument are essentially satisfactory to Packard. We have

had to make some concessions, not as to amounts but as to the con-

ditions which will entitle us to them. If we get this over we will

be on our way to bigger and better places. I need hardly mention

MEMBER, AMERICAN HOTEL ASSOCIATION
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that I want you to treat this matter confidentially. There are some

complications in the matter that proceed from mistakes Van made

before I went with him. I don't know just how serious they are

and we are not in position to find out until we get on a more

sound footing. At any rate you will see that I am not monkeying

with a narrow gauge proposition. One reason I em anxious to visit

you is that I want to tell you all the ins and outs and have your

advice. I think you will enjoy hearing about it, too.

Well, Skip keep up the tennis and other activities so the pressure

doesn't get too low and everything will be okay. When you have nothing

else to do drop me a line.

Please convey my best regards to Margaret.

Sincerely,

MEMBER. AMERICAN HOTEL ASSOCIAT ION
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August 16, 1950.

Mr. Thomas W. Milton,
FortyShelby Hotel,
Detroit, Michigan.

Dear Toway:

I am very glad to hear that you have started
a ball down the bowling alley which may mean a "ten
strike.' You are on the right road. I always
figured a guy who has as big feet and as big ears
as you have could not possibly starve to death where
there is anything at all to eat.

I don't know what weare going to do with the
Aerocar, and it really does not make a damn bit of
differenoe with me because I have plugged along
with it and I have other work to do. I still love
my.Aerooar and would not Cive it up for anything I
have ever ridden in -- whether it is front wheel
drive, tail end drive, side drive, or hot air drive.
However I feel it is due to Olem's interest and
the rest to bring the subject up. Coffin will be
here in the next few days probably this afternoon.
We will have a short meeting and I am going to ask
the rest of them to pick out somebody to do the job.
e have a beautiful bue on paper that should be a
very good thing, but it is a job I am sure takes
somebody else to bother with;

We have had-a hell of a time with the Diesel
outfit on the 300 H.P. motor. The 450, the 750,
and the 250 H.P., in fact, eight different motors
have performed very well but this 300 H.P. has been
a Jonah; I think mostly on acount of poor designing
and poor patterns. I have turned over the whole mat-
ter to Humpage and he is on the job trying to get it
straightened out.

There is a tremendous demand for diesel engines
and I think Treiber is one of the beet posted engin-
eers in this business; in fact, he is two or three
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Mr. Thomas V. Milton,
August 18, 1930,
Page 2.

years ahead of most other engineers. But like all
engineers, he is a poor mnufacturer and a very
poor business man. If we could only keep him
looked up in t omge ,here he would do all the
designing work and submit it to some real engineera
to build, then we would be going,

I tink the contract you submit .ed with
Packard is very fair to botheparties. A certain
amount of good faith must accompany all contrLcts
but in this partioular Base you axe dealing with a
very high grade and honorable corporation and I
cannot see where you are tr-king any sort of chance
in the agreement.

I hops to see you often. By the time you get
down, Margaret will be o.k. She, is getting better
every day.

Chprlie Thompson caught an enormous fish yester-
day, which is so far unclassified. As near as we
can guess, it weighs about 12 000 po0d1d. It is 25
feet long-and has a long straight snoot and mouth
without teeth but with a mest peculiar bunch of appa-
ratus in the mouth that reminds me more or less of
a manure spreader. The fish was caught with yiug
Johs Wanamaker and of course is quite a sensation.
There is an enormous crowd there today to look at it.

Charlie, as usual, puts it over everybody in
this part of the country. Tell J.G. and Mo0auleigh
and the rest of the folks I will always be glad to
see them down here. The 'HO is tied up at the dock
ready to give you a fishing trip any time. Of course
I must have a day's notice. Today the OHe is out with
LeBoutillier and the President of the southern Pacific;
in fact, there are 100 fishing boats out today after
big fish -- and I have to stay in the office and grind
out letters to catfish and the rest of your ilk.
Other work to do, so good bye.

Tours,

"(WIT
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Your letter reached me yesterday and believe me it did me a lot of

good. It has been a long time since you have written me in such a

light vein and I hope that it may be taken to indicate that you are

feeling more like your old self again. I certainly would like to

pay you a short visit and I am going to do so at the first opportun-

ity but just now I must remai# here and tend to my knitting. You

once said that you enjoyed playing with me and that as a consequence

you presumed you would have to get busy and make me some money so

I could afford to play with you. I wish to hell you would get busy

and do this as I am not getting along so fast myself and I certainly

could go for that playing number in a very large way.

Seriously, Skip, I have never been more happy over the future. Al-

wpys I have believed I have some ability but I could not figure out

just where I fitted. The proposition we are working on here'is headed

down the alley for the well known ten strike just as ure as you are

a foot high. I don(t know wheNM the seat of my trousers will fall

out before we get under way or not but I am happy in the effort we

are making and I am absolutely confident as to the future and you

know how important it is to be able to look to the future with con-

fidence. I feel that, finally, I am just where I belong and what is

equally important I believe that I am doing well the job I am work-

ing on. I don't see how the boys here can possibly side-track us or

what we have to offer.

MEMBER. AMERICAN HOTEL ASSOCIATION
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I expect to get the final answer from Packard today but whether they

take it or not makes no difference, except as to time. I have already

approached several others, and big ones too, and none of them dare

tell us that they are not interested. After we do our first job,

whether for Packard or whom, we will be in position to make the

real money. The second job we do we think will be for the banks and

that is where we are going to put the pressure on. I am anxious to

talk to you about all this and expect to have the chance quite soon.

How did your aerocar ride after Dave made the alteration I suggested?

Perhaps you or he did not think well of my suggestion and did not

even try it. What did you find out about the kind of steel Treiber

was using in his crankshafts? If you think of it and have a minute

to spare, let me know about these two things.

I will convey your message to Vincent and Maoauley.

Give my best respects to Margaret. I hope she will recover speedily

from here on. She must have been quite siok to be laid up all this

time.

Sincerely,

MEMBER. AMERICAN HOTEL ASSOCIATION
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kr. Tommy W. Milton#
Fort Shelby Hotel,
Detroit, 'liohigaa.

Dear EomW ys

I have yours of
wishing you a lot of
job.

/

the alit. I am
look with the new

I mentioned the quality of ateel
which you referred to, to Tbiber and
he has had two orank shafts made of
that mbdelip or whatever you call it,
and one has already brokea, so I exp4ot
it is some other fault than the crank
shaft.

Tours*
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September I8th, 1930.

My dear "Skip":

Several weeks have passed sinle I last wrote you and from the way
they are slipping by I am afraid that I am not going to make the
trip to Montauk that I have been looking forward to. I am much too
poor to consider the matter until we get over a deal here and the
good Lord alone knows when that will be.

You will recall that I was quite hopeful of closing with Packard.
It seemed so sure that I did not approach other manufacturers, think-
ing the nice way to proceed was to give Packard first option. On the
26th, of last month they finally decided not to take on our proposi-
tion. I am enclosing the letters received from Mr. Macauley and Mr.
Tibbetts. I think these are very fine letters and I want you to know
that I am not chasing rainbows. I think these letters speak for them-
selves and I must ask that you be gcod enough to return them to me
at once. I am going to make the best use of them that I can in
dealing with others.

An interesting part of this situation is that when I got this letter
from Macauley I wrote him a note asking for an audience but assuring
him that I would not endeavor to re-open his consideration of our
proposal. When I saw him I told him I wanted to know why the had
declined our proposition, whether I had made any blunders in the
presentation and whether he would be interested in an exclusive
license. The reason why they did not accept is long and involves
many considerations of no interest to you. The answer to the next
question pleased me very much. He said that he thought that I had
presented the matter exceedingly well and had done a splendid job
of selling. A later talk with Vincent confirmed this. Colonel told
me that I had made a very favorable impression on Mr. Macayley. My
delight proceeds from the fact that the whole matter is quite new
to me and I have had so very little selling experience that I was
fearful that I would make some bad blunders. The answer to the ex-
clusive arrangement was that they might be interested in such a deal
and I have been dickering with them on this basis ever since, how-
ever; I have also approached several other ccmpanies so if we are
not able to make a deal with Packard we will not have wasted any
more time.

Since you persuaded me to give up racing, about five years ago,
I Jive felt that I have some ability but I could not make up my
mind along what line and then I stumbled into this arrangement
and so far as the work is concerned it has been thoroughly enjoy-
able. I feel that I am fitted for the job I am undertaking and I

MEMBER, AMERICAN HOTEL ASSOCIATION
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Think I have done well so far. All the men with whom I have talked
about our proposition tell me it can't be done but it can be and
we are going to do it. If we can olose a deal with Packard or any
body else I would like to come down and spend a few days with you.
I will get in touch with you when I am able to make the trip as I
would like to come at a time when you have not a house full of com-
pany.

I think I had better not enclose the letters from Packard at this
time as I may need them in a few days. I will show them to you later.

There is no other news of interest at this time. I sincerely hope
that both you and Margaret are well and enjoying life.

Sincerely

MEMBER, AMERICAN HOTEL ASSOCIATION
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8eptembxr 25,. 1930.

r. ?ommy W. Ifi1oa,
otel Fort Shelby,

Detroit, Michigan.

Dear Toay1.

Your letter of the 18th is ver#
intereeting. -I as sure you have a selling
ability, that is o.k., but don't forget one
thn - In seLling anything fso* peanuts
to elephants you ntunt find a man who wants
either peanuts or elephants before you haire
a buyer.

I do hope
kget down some time

ou will be able to
this fall. -

Yours,

"081t
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September 24th, 1930.

My dear "Skip":

Your letter reached me this morning and I want to thank you for
your advice. I am sure it is unnecessary for me to indulge in any
flowery language with respect to the value and appreciation of your
counsel. I hope that I do not bother you too much.

In regafd to the Brewer deal I had about reached the conclusions
that you state in your letter and I am calling Homer on the telephone
tonight to suggest that he abandon the idea of dealing with Brower.

have
In my last letter I told you something of the new men that'come into
the picture here at Detroit. Parrish, who is the man behind the guns,
I have not yet met but expect to meet him this week as he is on his
way here from California. Schroeder is an unusual individual, well
along in years, who I believe has ability and who is sold on the
aerocar future. In my opinion, Schroeder is just the calibre of man
to do something with the aerocar in its present state of development.
When, and if, it ever gets really big I don&t know that he will be
equal to the job but this man Parrish probably will have enough weight
to steer the ship safely and soundly. Parrish, at one time, had several
Packard accounts and I am told made money with them and then sold them
out at a big profit.

The present situation here is that Parrish and Schroeder are going
to take over the manufacturing as well as the selling end of the bus-
iness. We are the largest and most successful dealers the Detroit
Co., have and with our manufacturing franchise for the Pacific Coast
constitute somewhat of a hazard for the Detroit Co. We have reached
a point, out there, where we have to do something and so I approached
Schroeder with a proposition of consolidation and he informed me that
he had had a letter from Parrish in which he propounded the same idea.
Our first talk was brief but the idea is that we will raise money
enough, through the sale of stock, for them to take us over and leave
a sufficient capital to operate both businesses. We will have an
interest in the business and will work together on the proposition.
It seems to be most practical to build oommercial cars here and
pleasure cars on the coast. There is much to be arranged and worked
out but I am conv iredthat someting of value can be developed along
this line. It seems to me that the parent company should grant us
a franchise that will offer some protection and also some reward for
exploiting the aerocar. If we get together. and jointly succeed in
populariring the aerocar we are entitled to some consideration. I

MEMBER. AMERICAN HOTEL ASSOCIATION
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don't yet know what we want but I am going to pursue this iroposition
until I know definitely just what it is all about and then I think
I shall come down there and tell you all about it.

Do not get the impression that I intend to use your influence to
enable me to get our money out of the aerocar business in California.
I am going to meet Parrish and if I am convinvinced that he is the
right man to make some progress in this enterprise we shall try to
hook-up with him and, together, put the aerocar across. In this
connection it occurs to me that if you have not already appointed
or elected a President and General Manager that you hold this in
abeyance for a time as it may be desirable that I be planed in this
position. All of these things I will talk over with you as soon as
I am sure of my ground. In the meantime it will be unnecessary to
have Davis prepare a new contract for us. Just let everything rest
for a few days and I will see what can be done. I feel rather hope-
ful that these men are sufficiently interested and competent to
make something of this business.

On the 26th of August I had a letter from Mr. Macauley stating that
they had finally decided not to take on our proposition. They had
been considering it since the middle of May so you can see that our
proposal had someting of interest to them. I have succeeded in re-
opening the matter and I am of the opinion that we shall yet make
a deal with them. Apart from the worry of-being unable to get started
more quickly I have certainly enjoyed the negotiations and as I have
aleeadr told you I feel that I am at last doing a job for which I
fitted. From Mr. Macauley and Colonel Vincent I have learned that
Macauley thinks I have done a good job of selling. This is very good
news becayse I have lacked confidence in myself and was afraid that
I might pull some bad "boners2.

You will hear from me again in a week or ten days about the aerocar
business.

With best regards, I am,

Sincerely,

MEMBER. AMERICAN HOTEL ASSOCIATION



731 Covington Drive,
Detroit, Michigan.
December 26th, 1930.

Mr. Carl G. Fisher,
Miami Beach, Florida.

Liy dear "Skip":

Last time I wrote you it looked as though every-
thing was "breaking" nicely in the aerocar situation
and I guess it will turn out that way if that bunch
of high powered lawyers down in New York can snap
up enough to get our new contracts to us. From the
time it takes them to move I feel sure that they
have never had to close a prospect while he was "Not"
They certainly take their time.

Homer has some fellows in Cal who are ready to go
and have had 25,000 waiting to throw into the pot
for several weeks but are waiting until we get our
franchise. They are particularly steamed up over
the bus end and during the last week they have dis-
covered that there is some legislation in prospect
at Sacremento which is designed to prohibit the
use of trailers for public transportation. The effect
of this has cooled them somewhat but I think they
will still go through if I can get the damned con-.
tract within the next day or two. You may know they
are quite interested as one of them has gone to
Opa-Locka to get the new Ford bus and drive it back
to California. I imagine he has ali'edy reached Flor-
ida and is perhaps on his way back by this time. I
do not want you to do anything about this and am
writing about it just as a matter of news and also-
to apprise you that we are doing all that we can to
get going on this proposition.

Perhaps I have not told you definitely that I have
taken a small apartment here but I have and I am
anxious to make it as presentable as I can. One never
realizes, I think, the number of items that go to
make up a household. No matter hpw !hany times you
might do the job there are about ten thousand items
that you had not planned on.

Tha am leading up to is this. Books certainly
are necessary to dress a room up and I am wondering
whet er among the ten million books you have around
there are not some that you do not longer care for.



Mr. Carl Fisher.

Books cost a lot of money which I cannot spare at
the moment. If you have some old volumes around
that you would like to get rid of I will appreciate
your sending them to me. I will be glad to pay some
one to box them and ship them by freight as there
is no rush.

I have now about six or eight books that I have
borrowed from you and with your permission I will
keep these for a while or until I can buy some
myself. I am sure you know me well enough to have
no hesitancy in telling me if you prefer that I
return them at once. I can get along without them
alright so don't let that worry you. I have read
them all, too.

Fave you any more of the Queen Conch Lamps or can
you tell me where I can order one? You gave me one
at "ontauk but I gave it to Elinor and I would like
to have one for my bedroom for a night lamp.

I saw 1argaret when she was here and I was glad to
see her looking so well. I don't know whether she
feels as well as she looks or not but she certainly
was a picture of health. Florene has gotten as fat
as a butter ball but that is characteristic of the
"laps". She does not seem to worry about it anyway

;ell "Skip" drop me a line when you have nothing
else to do and tell me about the new tower of Pisa.
From the way Uargaret seemed to feel about this I
believe the tower of Pisa would look perpindicular
by comparison if she had the strength to give your
creation a little push.

Fope you are enjoying good health and behaving your-
self reasonably well.

Please give my regards to Steve and Dan Mahoney.

How do you like my good stationery? Pretty fancy,
I cafEI it.



January 9, 1931

Mr. Thomas L. Milton,
731 Covington Drive,
Detroit, Michigan

Dear Tommyt

We should have a complete report
of the bus in a day or two, and I am sure
this is going to be of unusual interest to
you. New pictuies have been taken, and if
you have'nt received yours, I will send you
a set fromhere.

I can't see any possible reason why
this new bus can not be successful in Calif-
ornia or any other place. It has economy,
light weight, ease of manipulation, and won-
derful ability to handle in and out of narrow
places. Also, the added ability that the power
end of the bus can be detached quickly and used on
another bus. This bus here has handled as many
as 36 people.

The tower is completed and is a great
success, with many compliments.

I have plenty of the Queen Conch lamps,
and I will send you a couple of them all wired
up. I will pleo send you some books. I am won-
dering if you have a copy of "Houdini", that I
heve misplaced, and I am afraid it is out of
print and can't get another. Jack LaGoerce wants
badly to read it.

Yours,

CGF:A



731 Covington Drive,
Detroit, Michigan.
January 3Ist, 1931.

Dear "Kingfish":

I have wanted to write you for the past few weeks but just haven't

gotten around to it. The Conch lamp came in good order and has

dressed up the bed room in great shape. I have had many compliments

on it and I want you to knavr hvr reatly I appreciato your kirdnzss

in sonding it to me.

With regard to the book on Houdini I have never had this volume

although I remember your speaking bbout it. It seems to me that you

once suggested I read it and were unable to find it at that time. I

thought possibly I could pick up a volume for you here and went to the

biggest book store here, thinking that there would not be more than one

volume but I found out that there have been eighteen books written about

and by this man Houdini. If you will tell me the title of the book you

want to get and the author - I don't think you told me whether it was

an autobiography or a biography or perhaps it is neither - I will see if

I can locate a volume for you. The man at the store thought he could dig

one up whether it is out of print or not.

The volumes of yours that I now have and would like to keep until I got

enough money to replace them - with your permission - are:

Torquemada, by Sabitini,

Trader Horn, by Aloysius morn,

The Real Truth about the Peace Treaty, ?

On the Trail of nci nt Man, 7

~~1



Isadora Duncan, by Isadora Duncan,

I am not at home so I qannot be positive that these are the only vol-

umes of yours that I have but I an quite certain that these are the

only ones.

If you ever have time and think of it I would greatly appreciate your

sending me some of your old books, of which you have duplicates, that

you feel you can spare. There is more than one reason why I would

like to have you do this: First, all the books that you have suggested

I have thoroughly enjoyed reading and I know that the books you have'in

duplicate are the ones that you enjoyed yourself and last but not least

I am too damn poor to buy any books for myself at this time.

'r. Vracauley is now in Florida, someplace, and Colonel is going down

in a week or ten days and asked me whether I would go with him on an

expense account since he is taking four or five sample cars and would

like to have me drive them. I doclined because we have a lot of work to

do here and Van does better when I am here on his tail and I don't think

it would look well for mo to go. In the second place they do not go to

isami and I don't care about going to Florida except to havo a little

visit with you. I would enjoy that a lot and there would always be the

cha.nce that you would employ me AGAIN but if I want dawn with Colonel

it would hardly do for me to run away from him so I have decided to

stay here and saw a little wood. Besides, if things are a little dull

for you, you could hire me by letter and I will promise to accept and

then you can fire me by letter also. Being unable to get down there

that is the best I can do for you this winter but will try to do better

later.



I certainly would like to say Hello to Uncle Vic, Dan, the Governor

and Steve. Should you think of it please convey my best regards to

those folks.

.ow is the Governor'c yacht? I hopehis engines have been made to :;ork

properly and that this situation is causing you no more worry. I think

you had bet :er confine yoursell to some business about vrhich you knor

2omething.

hen you have nothing olse 'o do and ,ro out of Fin let me knor hovr you

are feeeling and what have you.

ith kindest regards, I :m,

Sincerely,

Tormy ilt on.

r><~:y~nooty 2t&;Ionery,
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February 4, 1931

Mr. Tommy Milton
731 Oovington Drive,
Detroit, Michigan

Dear Toimmy:

Replying to yours of the 31st:

I saw the "Houdini" book adver-
tised the other day as a new edition
which had just come out, and I sent
one to Jack LaGoroce, as I couldlnt
find one any place. I had one sent
to him which will reach him somewhere
in Persia.

Margaret will pick out some
books to send you in the next few days.
Have been very buoy and this is the only
reason that I have'nt sent them before.

No danger of hiring you or any-
body else now.

The Governor has'nt done anything
further with his yacht yet.

I am out of liquors, with the ex-
oeption of some Cordials, and have stopped
drinking. I have hinted to my guests to
bring their own on their hip.

Tours,

CGF:A



731 Covington Drive,
Detroit, Michigan.
February 9th, 1931.

?y dear "Mr. Fish":

,11 of the enelo:ed correspondence may or may not be of interest to you.

There is just one letter but it is a long one and you need not bother

reading it unless you want to. It relates to our securing a manufactur-

ing license from the parent or patent-holding company which it appears

we will be unable to obtain.

While it was you who got me into the aerocar business I feel that you have

already done all that I could reasonably expect and that is why I have not

bothered you with the negotiations that have been going on for sometime. It

appears that they are not turning out very well but I think we will find

some way to preserve our proverbial skins. If you take the trouble to read

the correspondence I would like your opinion as to whether we are not

justified in the stand we have taken.

my
From your recent letter I judge that intended humor relating to hiring and

firing me missed the mark. I am not looking for a job at all but it has been

some time since you have employed me and I thought you might want a little

diversion. You will be glad to know that the folks around here seem to be

well pleased with what we are doing.

1,Fust quit and get to bed as the old bell walls regularly at 6:00 A.M.

Good night and best re ards,

Tommy Milton.



February 13, 1931

Mr. Thomas W. Milton
731 Covington Drive,
Detroit, Michigan

Dear Tommy:

I dropped you a short note yesterday.
I wish that I had as much time as you have to
write long letters.

I am enolosing you copy of letter
which I h-ve just written Cuthell, Hotchkiss
& Hills. This will show you where I stand.

Mr. O.k.Keys who is the most level
headed man in the outfit, Howard Coffin and
Walter Briggs will all be here about the
24th, and we will all have a meeting.

I would'nt be afraid of the results.
Go ahead and make them. It is always easy
to settle for your rights for the use of
the rubber connection. I, myself, sometimes
doubt if there is any patent on the balance
of the coach. It would be better for your
own business efforts and protection to ack-
nowledge the rights on the rubber connection
which, if nothing else, would help protect
you from infringement.

As soon as we have a meeting, I will
write you particulars.

Yours,

CGF:A



731 Covington Drive,
Detroit, Michigan.
February 2dth, I931.

.r. Carl G. Finhor,
Liari Beach, Florida.

ry dear "Skip":

Your recent letters have been received and I could not possibly tell you how

thoroughly I enjoyed them. Having done so much for me in the aerocar situation

I could not bring myself to ask any further courtesies and' since Appleby made

it a condition of securing a license that we send him $I000.00 we were with

our backs right against the wall. +e haven't got the ;I000.00 and we don't

feel that they have treated us very friendly, or fairly for that matter, and

the result was to more or less sicken me on the whole business. We have made a

very conscientious effort to succeed with the enterprise and we have not sought

any sympathy for the fact that both Homer and I have put every darn cent we have

into it but now that we have been denied a license by those half witted lawyers

of Pine Street we don't feel very kindly toward them. I was quite fearful that

you would feel I had been altogether too "fresh" and it is a fine comfort to

learn that you are not critical of what anneared the only possible procedure.

Sometime ago Margaret very kindly wrote me that she had picked out orte books

to send me and inquired whether I had read them. Just after receiving this

letter I was taken sick with the Flu and had the unpleasant complication of an

inner ear abscess which for a time threatened to develop into a mastoid infection.

Today is the first day I have been able to come to the office for two weeks and

I have not Margaret's letter at hand and so cannot answer it but I would appre-

ciate your telling her not to send the books until she has heard from me as I

have read several of those she selected. I will find time in the next few days

to write her directly. In the meantime I certainly appreciate the courtesy.



Mr. Tommy M!
731 Covingt
Detroit, MI

My dear Tom

I

February 28, 1931

liton
on Drive,
ohigan

fmy:

have yours of the 24th:

The real man who will take charge
of the situation and rights to the Curtiss
patents has'nt shown up yet. I am not worry-
ing about it jut how as I have enough to
look after here at Miami Beach.

I am thinkin on taking a trip
this spring some time for my health. I an
going in the Aerooar. I am going to take
the present Aerocar and out it down and put
a forward cockpit (like on the "Shadow H")
on it so on hot days you can take a sun
bath in the cockpit, and in mountainous dis-
tricts, you can see the top of the mountains.
This is a decided way to turn away from dust
and stillhave the rest of the oar to return
to in case of rain. Guess you will think I
am nutty to have a forward cockpit in a oar,
but you will probably hear from Uargaret as
she will want to know what roads to take.

Yours,

00FrA



MEMORANDUM

FROM MRS FISHER

To Mr. Tommy Milton
'-I~,

*'. I

*1

4

DATE April 29, 191

SUBJECT

Several weeks ago we sent you a box of books
and an oil painting. They were of no particular value, but
have just wondered if you have received them.

If not will look up the bill of lading and
have the shipment traced.

We are leaving within a few days for Montauk
for the summer.

MARGARET C. FISHER

MCF:A

A~K r
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May 1, 1931

Mr. Thomas W. Milton,
731 Covington Drive,
Detroit, Michigna

My dear Tomv:

I an making you out a deed for a lot here at
Miami Beach in exchange for your Montaik stock.

In the nm setup at Montaul, there is a possib-
ility that we will get from 2% to 30% of the new Company
which will male me very well satisfied. There is a possib-
ility, however, on account of conditions, that this trans-
action may drag indefinitely. There is also a possibility
that this coming season will see quite a revival in sales
here. It hasnt been very brilliant this season, but strange
to say, most of our sales have been for cash which is a
good indication that people are oonsaeiing and they don't
want any debts hanging over their heads.

I am picking up odds and ends of stock wherever
I can exolain the situation to friends of mine. At any time
within the next two years you wish to change back to your
stock, you may do sp . In other words, I am putting up all
the stocks as a col teral as quickly as I can and if they

make good, they will make very good and you can ome back
to them.

On the other hand. you have a positive interest
in Miami Beach which will grow into a considerable value in
the meantime, unless the taxes would become a burden to you,
and I don't believe they will. The increase in values here
on some parts of the Beach, as you know, are very rapid, while
in others it is very quiet. However, we closed just yesterday
a sale of $75,000 which has been hanging for some time. It
was a cash deal and it does prove that some people hae some
money and are going to invest in Miami Beach.

Bob has gone north so I will turn this matter over
to Mr. Kunsohik to clean up. If you will forward me your
stocks, I will forward you deed for this lot. I as attaching



. ham, W. Mailton May 1, 1931

msap showing location of the lot which you will easily
soognise.

Wish you would get down to New York acme time
this spring and stay over with me for a Seople of days.

I don't know just what the New York Conpany have
been doing with the California COmpany as I have'nt heard
from them in some time. She Company here have started
on another half dosen cars and the have the prices reduced
now considerablp.

Wish you were here to go to New York with me.

Tours.

CG7sk
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Montauk, L.I.

May 18, 1931

Mr. Thqmas X. Milton,
731 Covington Drive,
Detroit, Riohigaq

My dear Tommy:

I hope you will be down this
way soon. I think I osa ake it worth

your while to rus down here the next
timeyou are In low York and I hope
you will ade 'soon.

Tours

00r IA
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731 Covington Drive,
Detroit, Michigan.
May 21st 1931.

Mr. Carl G. Fisher,
Montauk Beach,
Long Island, N. Y.

My dear "Scip":

Your letter written at the Beach and the one from Mon-
tauk reached me yesterday. It is always a pleasure to
hear from you and especially just at this time because
I have been afraid that you had scratched me right off
your list and I would have no kick coming if you did.
You certainly must feel that I am an ingrate. That is
not actually the case - at least I don't think it is -
but you have every reason to think so.

For weeks I have wanted to write you to thank you for
sending me those books and that lovely picture but I
just never got to it. We have been working hard but I
am not going to try to tell you that I have not had
time to write, rather it is simply because we are on
a job that has big possibilities and I have been so
engrossed in it that all other matters have been al-
most totally neglected. Wy single track mind is capable
of embracing only one thing at a time and the job we
are on is so darned important to us that I think and
eat and sleep what we are trying to do. I hope you
will forgive me this time.

It has been a long, long time since I have had such
a pleasant surprise as the evening I got home and found
the oil painting. It was pretty sweet of you to send
that to me and you will be pleased to learn that it
fits into my little apartment like a pocket in a shirt.
Fad the artist come into my place and painted a picture
especially for it he could not have done better. Every
one who comes in remarks about it.

I have had an opportunity t6 improve my acquaintance
with Vincent and other executives of the factory and
it has taken up what little spare time I have had. I
have had them all over to my little "jernt" several
times and the painting has certainly helped dress up
the place and of course you know the value to me of
having an apartment that is tastefully furnished and
one with one or two really nice things in it.



Page two.

In furnishing the place I went quite heavily in debt
but I am working my way out okay and I feel the invest-
ment was a good one.

In regard to the deal on my Montauk stock I will send
my stock on later as I have not got it here with me but
don't worry about giving me a deed to anything. There
is just one angle to the Montauk investment I made that
disturbs me and that is the worry that it causes you.
I still feel it was a privilege to be allowed to buy.,
any of the stook and also that had normal times pre-
vailed it would have been just as good an investment
as Miami Beach was. I don't like the moral responsi-
bility you are assuming for conditions over which you
could not possibly have any control. I hate to think
of all the money you have put into this thing your
self and I want to tell you once and for all time that
so far as my little investment there is concerned I
have absolutely no regrets regardless of the final out-
come and I don't want you scheming around to try to
reimburse me for what has always been a sound investment.

It wiuld afford me a lot of pleasure if I could repay
you at least the $2500 that you loaned me but unfortu-
nately I am so damned poor I couldn't pay $25. If the
job we are on goes through I will have some money again
in about a years time and if your business does not pick
up by that time maybe the little dab will come in handy.
At any rate it will feel good to get it settled..

I have not been out of Detroit all winter because I had
not the time or the money but Steve has arranged for me
to broadcast on the Coca;Cola hour Wednesday May 27th
from New York. I will get a little dough and my expenses
down and back. I expect to go right from New York to
Indianapolis to see the race and then back here. I will
certainly want jro see you if only for a few minutes and
will plan to run out to Montauk either Tuesday or Thurs-
day. If I can get away from here Monday night I will
come out Tuesday otherwise I will come out Thursday.

You joshed me about writing long letters a while back-
well, this is the first long one I have written since.

Please convey my best respects to Margaret and thank
her for selecting and shipping the books and picture.

Sincerel



fY

sr. Toney Milton
731 ovington Drive,
Detroit, 4iohiga

Ky dear Tommy:

I an glad to heax from you
again.

I hope that you will- run out
as I have some pictures and a few other
things for -your apartment. Not knowing
anything about your apartment or your
supposed taste, I thought I would wait
until you came down to help you piok
out some kniokwknaoks.

Tous,

O TA

K

Eny a5, 1931



731 Covington Drivej
Detroit, Michigan.
June 4th, 1931.

3y dear "Skip":

Have had time to catch my breath since returning from

Indianapolis and want to dash off a few words to tell

you how thoroughly I enjoyed my all too brief visit

with you and Margaret. I had a letter from Dan Mahoney

a few days ago in which he commented on you and your be-

havior the last five months. What he said is undoubtedly

true. As it applies to most individuals I don't know of

a good reason for remaining sober but in your case it is

a little different. I don't know anyone who affords so

much pleasure to his friends as you do when you are on

your good behavior. whether that is sufficient reason

for your doing other than what you want to do or enjoy

doing I certainly am not prepared to say.

The clock and barometer is hanging in my "jarnt" and it

lokks great. The clock runs perfectly and I will have it

engraved as you suggest. I am very proud of this and I

am sure you know I appreciate this as well as all the other

lovely things you have done for me. I don't know why the

hell you are always wanting to do something for me but

it certainly is great to have you think enough of me to

want to help me along. You don't like compliments but when

they are in a letter there isn't much you can do about it.



-You may think I am giving you a lot of boloney but I have

long ago told Vincent and numerous other persons what I

am about to tell you so I can prove an alibi in case yoy

think I am putting out a lot of hot air. The two years I

spent with you are the most valuable ones of my life and

I learned more from you than from all the other men I have

known in my life time put together. My only reason for

telling you this is that I know you get a great deal of

pleasure in doing things for others and I just want you

to know that you have done something very much worth while

for me. I value it much more highly than all the lots or

stook or other ohattels you could possibly give me. I

really think that what I learned from you is going to en-

able me to get some place.

Abain referring to that lot business. There is no good

reason for your wanting to do this and I would just as

soon you do not. It makes me beholding to you and Mahoney

and I want to always remain in the position where we do

not have to take any of your "guff". We want always to be

free to knock you on your fanny.

Please convey me best respects to Margaret.

Sincerely

Mr. Carl G. Fisher,
Montauk Beach, Long Island.



CARL G. FISHER

-TO-

THOMAS W. MILTON

D E E D
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THIS INDTURE, made the 3 0 dy cf Jurc, 1^31, between CARL

G. FIHFR, residing at BO- Road, Mir: Bech, Florida, party of the first part,

and THOMAS W. HILTON, of 731 Covington Drive, Detroit, Michigan, party of the

second part:

U I T N E S S E T H:

That the party of the first part, in consideration of Ten ($10.00)

Dollars and other valuable considerations, does hereby grant and release unto

the party of the second part, his heirs and aoeim'r forever, the following

property, to witt

ALL that parcel of land at "onted:, on the Peninsula of Montauk,

in the Toun of Easthampton, County of Suffolk and State of er York, bounded by

lines Pescrihed as follows:

BEIING at a point of t-ngency in the southerly boundsy
cf a 60 foot road, which point be-.rs S 250 27' 30" E 60.00
feet from Station P. W. 6c, which station is a point of
tangency in the southerly boundary of the Lon? Island State
Parkway and is marked by a oncretemonuert, the coordinatos
of which point are S 11662.0.7 feet and W 8648.553 feet from
U.S.C. : G.S. Triangulation Statioa LOD; thence N 640 532'
50" E 168.78 feet; thence along curve to the right of
2654.93 feet radius 103.50 feet, the chord of which curve
bears N 6rO 391 30" E 103.48 feat, the lart mentioned tro
courses being along the southerly boundry of "foresaid1 60
foot road; thence S 230 13' 29" E 325 feet: thence S 620
OG' 33" W 26C.03 feet; thence N 250 27' 30" W 32 feet to
the point or place of beginning cnprising 1.99 acres more
or less according to a surve' by T. E. Ringwood, Registered
Zigineer No. 0391, dited Juea lth., 197x.

The ave '::tioned description, point of heginning, courses
and dimencions are all in accorir.co ith and Jr, reference to
the roctiline-r system of cooricnante a prrtr-yed upon a iSp
entitled "Map of the Coordinate Control 3:tnem used in -urver-
ing the Property of the MONITDS PEACH Dh7A10MEUT CORPWRATION
at Montuk Point, Town of Eathoapton, Suffolk County, Ii. Y.
dily filed in the Office of the Clerk of :uffelk County, on
March 20, 1931, as Map No. 1030".

The said carcel of lnd is shorn on survey sketch att-eed hereto

and m de a part hereof, made by the Mont uk Bench Development Corporation, en-

titled Ifrvg Scot& of P-roe 31-11 for Mr. Carl (. Fisher", dated June 1: th,

1931.

Together with the apiurtenances and all the estate 2XdI rights of

the arty of the first part in and to adi' premises; but nothing herein con-

i.:'-"<-asat-? v-aatqiaiiqst'£OSaba --



THIS IND=lTURE, made the $0 dg of June, 1931, between CARL

G. FISHR, residing at Bey Road, Miami Beach, Florida, party of the first part,

and THOMAS W. MILgON, of 731 Covington Drive, Detroit, Michigan, party of the

second parts

VITNESSETHt

That the party of the first part, in consideration of Ten ($10.00).

Dollars and other valuable considerations, does hereby grant and release unto

the party of the second part, his heirs and assignp forever, the following

property, to wits

,h14 that parcel of land at Montau$, on the Peninsula of Montauk,

in the Town of Easthampton, County of Suffolk and State of New York, bounded by

lines described as follows

BElIMNING at a point of tangenqy in the southerly boundary
of a 60 foot road, which point bears S 250 27' 50" E 60.00
feet from Station P. W. 86, which station is a point of
tangenq in the southerly boundary of the Long Island State
Parkway and is marked by a concrete monument, the coordinates
of which point are S 11662.057 feet and W 8848.555 fef from
U.S.C. & G.S. Triangulation Station LODI thence N 64 32'
30" E 168.78 feet; thence along a curve to the right of
2654.93 feet radius 103.50 feet, the chord of which curve
bears N 850 39' 30" E 105.48 feet, the last mentioned two
courses being along the southerly boundary of aforesaid 80
foot road; thence S 23 131 29" E 325 feett thence S 620
06' 33" W 266.03 feet; thence N 259 27' 30" W 225 feet to
the point or place of beginning comprising 1.99 acres more
or less according to a surve by T. E. Ringwood, Registered
Ehgineer No. 9591, dated June 12th, 1931.

The above mentioned description, point of beginning, courses
and dimensions are all in accord'nce with and in reference to
the rectilinear system of coordinatea ^a portreyed upon a Map
entitled "Map of the Coordinate Control Systen used in survy-
ing the-Property of the MONTADK BEACH DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
at Montoak Point, Town of Easthampton, Suffolk County, N. I.
duly filed in the Office of the Clerk of Suffolk County, on
March 20, 1951, as Map No. 1050".

The said parcel of land is shown on survqr sketch attached hereto

and made a part hereof, made ty the Montauk Beach Development Corporation, en-

titled "Surve Sketch of Parce! 31-A-1 for 
M
r. Carl G. Fisher", dated June 12th,

1931.

Together with the appurtenances and all the estate and rights of

the party of the first part in and to said prenies; but nothing herein con-
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ained shall crate, convy or vest in the party of the second part, his heirs

jor assign, a right, title, interest or easement in, to or over any lands not
shon on said surve sketch.

TO HAVE AND TO 13DLD the premises herein granted unto the party of
the second part, his heirs and assigns forever, subject, however, to the

reservations, agreements, conditions, covenants and restrictions contained in

the deed dated June 19th, 1951, from Montauk leach Development Corporation to

the party of the first part herein, which restrictions, covenants and agreements

the party of the second part, his heirs and assigns, covenant to keep and

perform.

Subject to the reservations, agreements, conditions, covenants and

restrictions above mentioned, the party of the first part covenants as followsi

1. That the party of the first part is seised of the said premises
in fee simple, and has good right to comwey the same;

2. That the party of the second part sh 11 quietly enjoy the said
premises;

5. That the said promises are free from encunbranceal

4. That the party of the first part will execute or procure ay
further necessary assurance of the title to said premises;

5. That the party of the first part will forever warrant the title
to said premises.

IN WITNESS IHEREF, the said CARL G. FISHER has hereunto affixed
his hand and seal the dap and year first above written.

In the presence of Carl Fisher

STATE OF NEW YORK

ass, t
COUNTY OF SUFK)

On the FFLK/ dyf,91 eoe eproaSgCARL G. FISHER tom own and (7 o e to he the individul deec lOand who executed the foregoing instrument, and he duly acknowledged to me thathe eaecuted the saPe.u

Notary Publiae

k
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.r. Thoms 1. ilton -
7r1 Coviugton Driv
Detroit, Michigan.

1981

Dear Er. Milton:

We are today sending to Suffolk Count erk's
at Riverhead, Lo ;l , New York, for ording,
running from Ca1' 4i to yourself ring th
aores of land at Motas, cork.

The Coumty Clerk's of$ t9 . s ad ueds t
aee ppraandatIl '41 and behinA with their r
of deeds an it t t your des will.
turned until the latt of Angust) howe
as soon as it srooeived, ill forward same to

setroit, Mey

Yea rar,,

E3ITAUK ]EACH D17=LN

Gilbert L. Nieee
Anditor

GINIT

cc - 1fr. Bay Alexander

office
deed

eO 1.59

hat they
coerding
e" re-
v, just

you at

IT COP.

¾f

I am attaching hereto copy of deed from Mfr. Fisher
to Thomas S. Milton covering the 1.99 acres at
Montauk. I presume you. will wish to keep this copy
for your files.

GLN

- a

Y - _



Auuat 1, 1931.

Mr. Thomas W. Hilton,
731 Covington Drive,
Detroit, Michigan.

Dear Tom:

I am enclosing a half dozen cards showing
some of the activities listed for Montauk.
Please pass them around.

If you and your boy friend are down this
way I have a room in the house, third floor
left, for you.

August 10th to 16th is going to be the big
week.

Yours,

CGF/H 6ARL G. FISHER
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DETROIT MICHIGAN

October 27th., 1931.

My dear °Skip"•

If you have wasted any time thinking about me at all you probably

have decided that I am one of the world's greatest heels and you

are certainly justified in the conclusion. I am terribly sorry

for not having written you long before this time to acknowledge

your generosity in deeding that property to me. My silence is

j not indicative of anything except that I have been very busy and

have just let correspondence go by the boards. I can't avoid the

conclusion that I am darned lucky to have a job at this time and I

have been giving it 100% attention - with the result that we seem

to be getting on alright.

When are you going south? If all goes well I think I may be able to

get away for two weeks along in March or April and if I can I would

like to go down to the Beach. I am going to try to make it.

The only thing that worries me about you and your problems is

whether you are enjoying good health and whether your mental state

is okay. If you have a few minutes to spare drop me a line. You

know how much I enjoy hearing from you. Had a nice visit with Dan

and Florence here this summer.

Very best re
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October 31, 1931 -

Mr. Thomas W. Milton,
Packard Motor Oar Company, - ) 4

r ~Detroit, Michigan.

Dear To:

I have yours of the 27th,

You had better hang on to that jobs Tou
certainly are lucky to have one. I am enjoy- 1
Ing fine health - mental state 100%.

we will have our rail oar in operation in
thirty days you will read about it in the
papers.

Come down by all means if you can at any
tme.

Sincerely, -

r 001/N Carl 0. Fisher 'r

w.~

I q.1

.- -

- - ; - - -

- -. .-

- { -4
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Decsee lent Ion51

r. Tom Mlilton, r y *
-,si Covington D. 

rrr Detroit, sNiah. ^+ t r

Dear Tommy-

2 wrote you a letter in long hand set rday,
and let Bob take it to aoksonville. I akke yo rop daota
to Cincinnati, and get in touch with A. N. o hUld, 783 -
frmont Drive, Oinoinnati, and sen what kind of a de oul
asks, if any, to get the use of a patent, if any exists for e
exoinsive selling rights of this glass ra sharpener.

I believe this can e a very extensive
sale, with a small amount of adverti ng and t i an article
that particularly lends itself to p dl a ta n small
towns, and even.in cities.

There may be some a ce the manufacture
at this tim, and it ay lend to imp laments with
proper experimenting but I n. sati ed the a to has a lot
of merit, and sh be well- * W idered t of thea
from the address given yo , lt a ek but have had no
response to the order up to oday. ord to save time I -
am going to send the onl one have he di t by muail to
you today.

can try on of your old rasore,
just so long as u do t take an nor that is worn out,
or very rusty. Y your finger on the top of the
blade and giv it mall t movement in the glass for a
second or * then t the blade over abd give it the
samsmeovament ove gaia, to a end or two, put a -ea dreps
of water on the as irst a should give you a verykeen hutting edge, hic as good as when the raeor was new, o 
or better.

Ist me hear flen you as soon as possible.

Yours,

C. 0. yISH 4
CCF -
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Too Covington Drive, r '
Detroit, Mich.

Dear Tommy:

I have your interesting @1 ular on shad
proof glass, it may be that this glass wo better
razor sharpener than the sample which I e.a trying to ge for
you.

I wired you about t recei of two letters
I had in the mail for you, we foun th n in Cincinnati
is just a little peddler, and th a cile m e in New
yersey. The sample which was own d even have the
manufacturers name or address, a per a peddler in
Cincinnati threw away any adverti is t t might have
been put in the box by the manntacture and ubstituted
his ows, so that other e 4 not 1 rn was the
mannfacturer.

I wan ed buy e f these outfits
to give as Christmas re nts, but a are tly the Cincinnati
man doesnot even ea l' dosaen at k, as an order
was sent to his which he d. ft . I think it is worth
your while to follow this n s j who the manufacturer
is, and if it a ble to a nneation for die-
tribution of h If you cane makm it, I might be
able to do t, f t in touoh with the manufacturer.

Our nsa i r will be tried out betweon the
10th and t 12 of this n , we have worked out a very
wonderful to who k f r the rear end of the trailer.
The body is sus t a trunk, with small rubber tires
properly eneased, d we re now making arrangements with th
Florida East Coast Re y to test this oar between here end
Key Wast. Wish you could see this oar, and be here for
the test. I will send you sahe piotures as soon as
possible.



DETROIT MICHIGAN

April 24th, 1933.

Mr Carl G. Fisher,
Miami Beach, Florida.

My dear "Skip"I

We had a touch of spring here on Sunday but it is again wet and dreary.

We are, however, just about through another winter and I have yet to

get a glimpse of Florida. Things looked pretty good for a while but tho

bank situation here knocked everything into a cooked hat. Colonel and 1

had planned that we would steal away for a week at least but after the

bank ness business became so bad that we tid not feel we should leave

and shortly thereafter we were presented with a fifty per cent out in

salary and then we couldn't afford to leave. I feel about as rich as

Job's turkey but so long as I can get an occasional meal and a place

to sleep I shall not complain. I know there are others who have had a

hell of a lot worse time than I have.

The part of the bank situation that grippes m is that I made a few bucks

last year and had been hanging on to them like grin death to a nigger

with the thought that I would buy some Packard stock. fhen the price

dropped to two bucks I put in an order to buy at 1 7/8 and 1 3/4

and the market went to that level but the banks had closed and brokers

had cancelled all orders on their books. We are now to get 30% but the

stock is up over a full point and I cannot buy enough shares at the

present price and with the 30% to make much difference so I am rather



out of luck. Rather a tough break but I guess I'll survive. I made

$2500 in the market last year. Laugh that off.

Just before the bank holiday I decided that having made a little money

in the market last year I should be a good enough sport to spend a part

of it and so I "popped" for a new Capehart Machine with remote control.

They were late in making the delivery and so I didn't get that paid for

before they closed the banks. Now with a 50% out in salary I must figure

out how I am going to pay for it. It is a whale of a machine and I enjoy

it immennely. Incidentally I went to Fort Wayne and made a deal with them

on it and the story is that I bought it through so if anyone should ever

inquire - which is very unlikly - just remember that I bought it through

yon.

I think I told you that I have two weeks oming fray last year. If I

get that two weeks I may ocae down to Montauk if it is to be open this

sumer. I certainly would like to see you and have a nice chat.

Please drop me a line when you have nothing better bo do and please

convey my beat respects to Margaret.

Sincerely

A



April 28th 1933.

-Mr. T. Milton,
o/o Packard Motor Car Company,
Detroit, Mich.

Dear Tommyi

It is funny how our thoIghts bounce together -
just the day before yesterday I saw Captain fiewes,
and made a deal with him to get on the Shadow K.
and ship you a. rug, which I expected to ship you
a year ago but I don't know just why I never
think of it. W~en I am on the Shadow and think
of it, no one is there to do the job so I am going
over now and pick one out that will fit your flat,
and off she goes.

Have been trying to sell the Shadow, for a price
which would surprise you, but cannot sell it.
The people who have the money are afraid to buy
a yacht, no matter how badly they want it,
and then of course there are some people who have
too much brains to buy a yacht.

Tou ought to be glad they didnot out your salary
150%. The only people who are sitting pretty now
are those who have a salary. Right this minute
if you have any money in the bank, you have $2.00
to my one.

We were going wonderfully here on the Beach
and it looked as though a new boom had started,
our hotels were making $4 000 a day, when the banks
folded up, and inside of 48 hours they were piling
out of here, literally by the thousands.

In spite of all this enough people remained so that
our hotels had about 80% better business than they
had a year ago, and now a small builing boom has
started again. It is small, but you will notice
the Wall Street Journal quotes Miami,(which actually
means this territory, as the Beach is away ahead of
the City of Miami, on sales and building permits)

C

it

4,
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Mr. T. Milton #8

as being the one bright spot for real estate in
America.

I certainly cannot laugh off the fact that you made
$2500 in the market last year.

It is too bad about our pid friend Oapehart, isn't it
The last time I saw him however, his wife had enough
diamonds on to make a necklace and a set of hobbles
for a sea cow, and he did not seem to be worried,
although the new pair of shoes he had on hurt his
feet somewhat. I hope to see him again this Spring.

t ,.

1'.

The nev, machine is a "bear" and I hope to have one
some of these days.

If you can get off come on down to Montauk, and you
will have some real fun catching black bass and other
fish. I will bring down enough poles and we already
have a row boat there in fact two of them, and the
little lake is full of bass. When I tell you that
my friend Bill Nelson caught 26 one afternoon you
can get some idea of the situation.

I ran into a net patent the other day, which is
either a "louse" or a camel with gold belle.
I have worked for a year on a steel and transit.
house, and I am sending you one of our first booklets.
If I can ever get these started at Montauk, I can sell
a thousand of them.

Mr. Harvey Niley Oorbett, a very famous architect
from New York and Philadelphia who built Bush Terminal
in New YorL and Bush Rouse in London, Member of the
Advisory Board, Princton University, Leoturer Oolugbia
University, Member Fine Arts Commission, New York
Member American Institute of Architects, Architectural
League of New York, eto.was given a full page by the
Public Ledger in Philadelphia, last week on manufactured
houses.

We thoroughly agree on this subject and it is possible
we might get them started. I built a sample at
Montauk last summer and this sample certainly looks
like a sample, but I know we can do better from now on.
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t make any arrangements to go any other place
vacation. You can play golf and while I wonit
hotel we have a spare room, and we have a

l vegedable garden and if J.G. wants to come
ing him on and I will turn over the fishing
d tackle to you, and you can have a lot

I had to give up my house on the Hill to
era, and I moved into an old house that was
by Stanford White fifty years ago last
However it has plenty of room and Iohn&* it

under ordinary weather conditionel
d to pull a loose board off the back porch
mer, and the whole porch fell down and
r broke my neek.

Lig yop this rough description so you will x
are not going to have quite the luxury
had in the past visiting me but I have
that fresh vegetables taste just the same
obe shack, as they do in the Waldorf,

Yours, . ~

A RL. FISER #f
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DETROIT MICHIGAN

May 16th, 1933,

Mr. Carl G. Fisher,
Miami Beach, Florida.

M(y dear "Skip"I

Your letter of May 2nd is a dandy. Aleb Bah Kumquat designed

or built some delicious fruit - I think it is fruit - and I

am certain he muat have had good taste in rugs too. Therefore

I am sure that I will be immensely pleased with the rug. In

this connection I think I should tell you that the rug has

not yet arrived. I mention this simply that you may trace it

if you consider this necessary. It is mighty fine of you to

send me a rug and I know it will help a lot to dress up my

little joint.

Your account of the fine patronage at the Beach up to the

banking holiday has been told me by others. It's too damn

bad that had to happen just when it did but I guess you

still have something to be thankful for. It is better to have

had part of a good season than none at all.

If it were not for the bank situation I would right this

have a profit of 4000 bucks. I actually had my order in to

br and the stock reached wg price but when the Michigan

BLye closed brokers here immediately cancelled all orders

on their books. 1hen they did open we got thirty per cent



and the stook had in the meantime gone to a figure at which

I did not care to bty it. I have been grippeing about that

plenty.

I am certainly going to do my very very utmost to get aupy

for a week or two this summer and if I get away at all I

will certainly take advantage of your offer to occupy the

spare roam in the new domicile of fifty years standing. It

was hardly necessary for you to mention the present standard

of service in the Fisher household. I'm sorry but I never

was terribly impressed by that phase of your situation. If

need be I can do a little of the cooking myself. I do at my

own little joint on ocasion and I think I have as much or

more fun that I think you have. I certainly would like to h

have a visit with you though and if I go anyplace at all it

will be to Montauk.

The steel houses look pretty good to me. I should think there

would be a big market for them if you can once get them started.

Your comment about the Shadow I dtd not greatly surprise me.

I cant think of anything harder to sell at this time than a

yacht. It certainly is too bad to have give that beautiful

boat away.

fhen are you going to be at Montauk and when is the best time

for me to come? I have in mind that I would prefer to come at

a time when you are not likly to have other hiuse guests - it

there is such a time.

Sin
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May 2X 1933. r

Mr. T. Milton, m r,
Packard Motor Oar Company
Detroit, Mich.

Dear Tommyt

In the next week or ten days, i you have a chance,
drop over and see Roy Chapin, and see if he hasn't
a four door easer sedan, of a dark inconspicuous
color, that is a little shopworn, in the 36 and48
hours since it was manufactured, that he will sell
se for a very reasonable price, considering that he
is already losing money on it.

I have five Essex cars between here and New York,
but they are a3l of the 1929 vintage, but I stick
to them, in order to save a massage bill of $2.00
every day.

I thought you might not have a ear to drive east,
and you might bring one of these little Essex
cars providing at the time I have themoney to pay
for it.

It won't hurt to speak to Roy and see what he has,
and also for you to tell me iU you ate going to
drive one of your Paokard oars, and burn experimental
gasoline, of courde I cannot offer you any, trans-
portation to compete with such conditions.

About any time after the 5th or 8th of June will suit
us, and if you will drop me a note telling ipe how
you are coming, I will be all set. My work east
is confined to only a short period of time daily,
as there are just a few things to do to better the
situation as it now stands.

Your remarks regarding
friend of mine who kept
races here for three we
$80.00, he had made ove
close tabulation on the
some of us were impress
bets, so we chipped in
go to the Races and at

the market remind me of a
$mind" bets on the horse

eke, and with a start of
r $8,000. He kept a very
horses, and his bets and

sed with his ability aI 'mind"
a pool and gave him $50.00 to
art betting. He lost the

ft *Vtt
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The moral of this story is, if you think you
wise on either the stoak market or the horse
go ask the cook or the ohauffeur to pick out
or a horse, and then play it.

Yours,

CARL 0. i8He

are
races,
a stook
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of the pool money, and #30.00 ofhis own money
hauffeur who was hauling some friends of
to the Races that day in the aerooar,

never been at a raoe traok before in his
t $20.00 and won #112.00. Its a difference
.on and maneuvering that makes $orse raoes •
oes.
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.r. Tom Uliton,
Detroit, Mioh..

Dear Tommyt

A .

4p t

i

I knew where I could place the patents
if we could get them. However, somebody else
had the same idea at about the same time and
it is strange, but the very thigg I had in mind
is not being put on the market, and I understand
they are having quite a demand for same.
lowever, this is water over the dam.

I an mixed up a lot in rail oar stuff,
we know a lot about it down here.

Yours,

0, O. ISHER

Oar-Ail ,

V ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ A YauR a? }'..

-0 r~
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e 2nd.

he water glass stropper,
a bott1e with' a'-faqe . '

sold for ten cants.

I have yours of th

I knew all about t
but I had in mind making of,
lotion in the bottle to be



May 23* 1933.

Mr. T. Milton,
Packard Motor Oar Company,
Detroit, Mich.

Dear Tommy:

In the next week or ten days, ff you have a chance,
drop over and see Roy Chapin, and see if he hasn't
a four door Essex sedan, of a dark inconspicuous
color, that is a little shopworn, in the 36 mud48
hours since it was manufactured, that he will sell
ae for a very reasonable price, considering that he
is already losing money on it.

I have five rssex cars between here and New York,
but they are all of the 1929 vintage but I stiok
to them, in order to save a massage bill of $2.00

revery day.

I thought you mi;:ht not have a car to drive east,
and you might bring one of these little Essex
oars providing at the time I have themoney to pay
for it.

It won't hurt to speak to Roy and see what he has,
and also for you to tell me if you ate going to
drive one of your Packard cars and burn experimental
gasoline, of courde I oannot ofrer you any trans-
portation to compete with such conditions.

About any tipe after the 5th or 6th of June will suit
us, and if you will drop me a note telling ae how
you are cocing, I will be all eat. My work east
is confined to only a short period of time daily,
as there are just a fe, things to do to better the
situation as it now stands.

Your remarks regarding the market remind me of a
friend of mine who kept "mind" bets on the horse
races here for three weeks and with a start of
$50.00 he had made over $6,000. He kept a very
close tabulation on the horses, and his bets and
some of us were impressed with his ability at "mind"
beta, so we chipped in a pool and gave him $50.00 to
go to the Races and start betting. He lost the
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Dear Mr. F

My brother

and say th

since he a

has been u

which you

He has rea

great plea

soon as he

also write

- Harner Hospitel,
October 29, 1933.

. Fisher

h, Florida.

Fisher:

Tom has ask-d me to write you a note

at he has been laid up in the hospital

rrived in D troit, and for that reason

nable to do anything about the matter

two discussed.

d the book, "A Cop Remembers" with

Lsure, and will return it to you as -

returns to his appartment; and will

at the same time.

Yours truly,



DETROIT, MICHIGAN

AND OZNZS*LUN*OER December 1, 1933
AM-L

Mr. Carl G. Fisher
Miami Beach, Florida

My dear Mr. Fisher:

Answering yours of the 28th ultimo.
Tommy Milton is doing very well. I went to see
him about ten days ago, at Harper Hospital. He
was sitting up in bed and looked as well as I ever
saw him. As I understand it, it's only a question
of his keeping quiet and taking care of himself
now.

The trouble dates back to a burn on his
leg during a racing accident. A blood clot broke
loose and lodged in his lungs. He will have to
be careful for a year or so; at which time the
doctors say they can do something to his leg that
will prevent a recurrence of these wandering blod
clots.

But Tommy undoubtedly had a very close
call and had us badly worried. He spent a week
or so under an oxygen tent. His brother, who came
on from California, was with him and apparently
acting as amanuensis, so it would not surprise me
if by now you have had an answer to your letter
to Tommy.

Yours very truly,

President
Packard Motor Car Comoany



Harper Hospital,
Detroit, Mich.,

December 5, 1933.

Mr. Carl G. Fisher,
Miami Beach, Florida.

Dear "Skip":

Here I am still reposing in the hospitel, not
contented, but reposing here, neverthe less.
The state of my health is much improved and
all danger is neast. Were I a booming plutocrat
I would soon be heading Miami-wards to recuperate,
but no such luck. Then I get out of here I shall
go back to work, thankful for having a job to
go to.

a book
I have just finished entitled "Men against Death"
and it is a dandy. Extremely interesting. Po
you recall having asked me to read "Microbe
Hunters"? These two books are by the same
author. If you have located "Microbe Hunters"
I should like very much to read it, also, if
you have not read "Men egainst Death" I should
be very pleased to send it to you then I return
your "A Cop Remembers".

It has been impossible for me to see the man
whom I had in mind in connection with the ship
arrangement for "Miami Beach. I am sorry about
this and hope you have beer able to make a
satisfactory deal.

With kindest regards to yourself PnA "Prgret,
I am

Sincerely yours,



December 11, 1933.

Dear Tout-

I suppose you are out of the woods by this
time. I was glad to receive your last letter and it
was so cheerful that I imagine you are up and eating
ham and eggs.

You will remember when ynu were at Port Wash-
ington I talked with .you about Albert Bremser as a
Diesel engineer, and you thought you would speak to
Colonel Vincent about him.

I know that Albert is very well posted on
Diesels and might be very valuable. I am trying to
keep him alive and going as he is working out a solar
heating problem with me, on which we seem to have a
basic patent - or almost one - and it may be a-very
valuable thing after it is once completed.

We have been handicapped a great deal by lack
of funds to even produce the first model although,
as you probably know, there are several thousand hot
water solar heaters In the State of Florida, and they
are giving universal satisfaction. I have nine in
operation and would not otart building a house without
using one, especially in this part of the country.

Bremser is doing this -work at odd times and I
would like, of course, to have him come here and com-
plete the job on the working model, but cannot see my
way clear to offer him any great sum. In fact, I can-
not offer him anything more than his expenses, and
they duet be very low.

At any rate I hope you are gging to be about
immediately and that you will write me a letter and
give me the latest information, and it would be a won-
derful thing if you could down here and loaf around
for a month or so. We have a guest room where you
could be quiet, and I surely would be glad to see you.

Tours,

OOyIAVM OARL G. yISHER.

Mr. Tom Milton,

Harper Hospital,
Detroit, Michigan.



January 27, 1934.

Mr..Thomas W. Milton,
731 Covington Drive,
Detroit, Michigan.

Deal Tom$-

I have been waiting a long time to get a
line from you. How are you coming along these days?

Bill Anderson writes me that he is going to
come down here some day and you will remember that
I wanted you to take a iook at his telephone. I do
now know that it is any good, or no goods but it will
not hurt to give it the once over. Also, it would
not hurt if you were down here to soak up a lot of
sunshine and a moderate amount of gin.

Yours,

00F AVM 0ARL 0. FIaER.



THOMAS W. MILTON
731 COVINGTON DRIVE

DETROIT. MICHIGAN

February 13th, 1934.

My deer Skin:

Since I last wrote you my condition has been quite
satisfactory until last week-when I had another at-
tack of sore throat such as I had in Europe last
summer. While I am not yet ouite up to par I am feel-
ing a lot better and expect to be okay again soon.

When I got back to work I talked with Colonel about
the possibility of employing Bremser although I knew
before asking him that there was little nossibility
of his being emuloyed by Packard at this time. A man
named Edwards is in charge of Diesel development and
he is working almost single handed. Nearly everyone
else in the department has been let out. He is level-
oping something or other that auosrently has some
merit but he is being given almost ro heln at all.
The company squandered a lot of dough on the aircraft
diesel nrogram and the uresent reaction is what might
be expected especially with the automobile business
in the state it has been in for the past few years.
I will keen Bremser in mind and if there is an open-
ing for anyore I will give Colonel a remonder and also
let you know.

It is hardly necessary for me to tell you how far be-
hind a fellow can get with his -ork when away for ree"-
ly six months. There is nothing on earth I woolA so
much like to do as snend a few weeks with you in Flor-
ida but I have neither the time nor the money. T think
you have heard that hospitals and nurses are cash deals
to say nothing about doctor bills. I think I am in
hock for eternity unless I can think of some way to
make a little extra dough. In any event I certainly
appreciate your invitation. I haven't been away from
Detroit in the winter for several years now and I am
certainly ready for a sojourn in Florida when the o--
nortunity comes along. I shall have to hore for next
winter. This is the world's worst climate. There is
almost no sunshine all winter but I can soak 'n a moder-
ate amount of gin and there is good reason to do so.

As I previously told you I was unahle on accourt of
my sickness to contact the ran I thought night be
interested in the boat scheme but I had a 6hristmas
Card from him and I am going to see hic at the fi-st
ooortunity since both you and he might be interested
in such a plan for next year. I will let yor know rhat
comes of my visit.



THOMAS W. MILTON

From all accounts you are enjoying a fine business
this winter and I certainly hoe this is true. I
can easily imagine that a good winter would take a
good deal of the pressure off your neck and I don't
want you nonoing any collar buttons as I did dn you"
golf course at Sands Point.

Steve was here for a few days and we had a fine visit
He certainly seems to be getting along in this old
world and I am mighty glad of it. I hope no fly drops
in his ointment.

The automobile business is very interesting these days
and Van and I are doing a lot of guessing along with
the big shots and if we should prove to be good first
guessers we might get some place. Apparently we are
still in good standing with the company for we got
a rather substantial raise to-ay. This is in confi-
dence as I believe we were the only ones in the lent
to get one. I am quite pleased with myself for selling
the idea that we are entitled to more do-gh in these
times.

I know that I should have done it long ego b"t I have
finally mailed " A Con Remembers" back to yor. I cer-
tainly enjoyed this book.

There is no more news so -ill orie dorn. ulease let
me hear from you rher you have nothing better to do.

With kindest regards to yourself and "ergaret, I ar,

Sinc

If Uncle Vic is dorn there Please give hir hir my best.

"age two.



February 20, 1934.

Mr. Thomas I. Milton,
731 Oovington Drive,
Detroit, Michigan.

Dear Toms-

That is a nice long letter which I had
from you. Everybody laughed about it and we sat
about in the office (a few fellows who know you)
and commented on "hindsight" and "foresight". We
certainly do get a kick out of your letters.

I bragged a lot about how I got you to stay
out of killing yourself in racing. I did not inti-
mate how I stayed out myself; but, at any rate, it
was sort of alove fest.'

I wish you could come down, but do not come
right now - I mean for the next two weeks - because
the whole place is crowded to death this month.

Best regards,

Tours,

OARL 0. FISHE]R.00F7AVON



February 6, 1934.

Mr. Thomas W. Milton,
731 Oovington Drive,
Detroit, Michigan.

Dear Tommyt-

I have just received the book "A Oop Remembers"
this morning.

The only reason I am writing you about the re-
turn of the book ts that in my library some of these books
are scarce and hard to get, but I am going to send you an-
other book within the next few days that I think you will
enjoy.

I am disappointed that you are not going to be
able to get down here for a couple of weeks of sunshine.
I think it would do you a lot of good.

This is as you probably have heard the great-
est season Miami Beaoh has ever had, and another season
like this will pull a lot of us out of the mud, even if
we leave our rubber boots.

Don't you think you can sake it in another weekt
We have a nice guest room in our new home which is now
occupied by Fred Humpage, but in another ien days we will
have room at the hotel, so we will then throw Humpage out
and you can have the guest room and rest easy. If you
should come before there is room at the hotel for Humpge,
you can have my room and I will sleep in the garage. Really,we have plenty of room and I hope you will not be sensitive
on this point. Up to the present we also have plenty of
food.

Yours,

OGytAW OARL G. FISHER.



THOMAS W. MILTON
731 COVINGTON DlIVE

DETROIT. MICHIGAN

October 14th, 1954.

My dear "Skip";

Very often I think of how pleasurable it would be to have
a visit with you but every now and then I get a real brein
storm and imagine that I can somehow manage to carry o"t
the idea. I am in one of those fits of fancy right now and
I have in mind the possibility of driving to Florida. I
want to ask you what is the best time for me to come? You
are well aware from previous experience that I probably
will never show no but as you exuress it -"it only costs
three cents to inquire".

The circumstances leading to the idea are that I was too
busy last summer to take my vacation when it was due and I
may be able to take it this winter. I am not sure of this
but I think I can. I have not been in Florida for five years
but last time I was there the Boulevard was not very crowded
and you arranged a very nominal rate for me. I am wondering
if I arrange to be there when business is not too rushing
whether I could get a good rate at the Boulevard. I am not
Scotch but poor - so noor that unless the cost is nominal
I cannot make it. I would drive down in my flivver so trans-
portation would not be so high. All other things being equal
I would prefer to take the trin the first or last cart of
December. I think it better psychology to take my 1934 va-
cation in 1934. I am under the impression that your business
is not rushing until after the first of the year.

Lest you feel that I have hit the steep portion of the
toboggan slide let me say that so far as we can judge we are
still in good stending with Mr. Dackard end my financial
state is simply due to a set of circumstances that are to
a degree only temuorary. At least I hope this is true. In
any case we still have o'r jobs. We may be like the fellow
who fell off the Toolworth building who yelled to a tenant
as he passed the fifth floor that he was all right YET.

Florene was here for dinner with me several months ago end
was admiring the marine canvas you sent me several years ago.
She told me you have a comnanion oiece and that I should
suggest you cut me in your will for it. If you know the one
she is talking about and have no better plans for it's dis-
position I would be glad to be the legates. Don't get the
idea that I want or need it now. 'I do not as my little
jernt is quite livable just as it is - thanks to the oil
painting and lovely oriental rug with which you have furnished
the living room. The sm total of the idea is that from
where I sit I cannot see any great nrobability of my being
able to indulge my teste for oil paintings and I siT.ly rish
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to suggest that if you have no other person in mind to
whom you would like to bean'eath this comnanion nainting
I would be very pleased to have it.

The winning of the American League Pennant and. the subse-
quent playing of the World Series here seemed to lift the
local populace out of its doldrums temporarily at leost. I
saw all of the games that were olayed here and I think that
our Tigers could end should have won the old bunting excent
for a tactical error by Manager Cochrane. The incident that
I believe led to their ultimate defeat furnished an interest-
ing study in the frailties of human nature` This fellow
Cochrane is a fine player and an inspirational leader but
the effusions of the press and the after dinner sienkers
made it annear - and him believe - that he was a composite
of Napoleon, Caesar and J.C., with the result that in the
sixth game after he had been quite badly injured he ref-sed
to bench himself in favor of the second string catcher who
is an excellent ball -layer if rot quite such an insiration
to his team mates. However, I believe the "die for Ader old
Rutgers" emotion would have been much more ap-ropriate for
a college foot ball field than a rrofessional ball nark. On
the very next nlay he was called ont at third on a close nlay

that any able bodied man would have made with time to s-are.
The out definitely cost the Tigers a rnn and they lost that
game by &ne run. The interesting ra-t to me was that it makes
little difference who the individual is as it relates to
assimilation of high nraise. Cochrane is an educated level
headed fellow ordinarily but the enormons flatterv had him
fat-headed temporarily at leatt. Anyway, ther Series bro-ght
a lot of dough to Detroit.

There is nothing of importance to tell you so I rill rum
down and retire.

I hope you and Margaret are both enjoying gooA health Pd
I also hone you will have a good season at the Eeach.

Sincerely,

'age two.
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Mr. Thomas W. Wilton, -
751 Covirgtn Drive
Detroit, Michigan.

Dear Taan

I have yoar letter of the 14th.

Any time suits me. You won't know this place. We ere
right in the midst of another boom. We are bettering all
records for sales in property esept the boo year itself.
Also the building of houses. Oar business is usually not
rushing at this time of the year. but we have done more
business this last October than in our entire history
except '25.

I don't know what canvas you are referring to. I've sold
most of the piotures that would sell. I intended to sell
a bunch of my clothes that I've outgrown, but the cook.
roaches ate all the sleeves out, the buttons off, and the
entire linings from the osts. I didn't have any vest ak
all.

21

I'm interested in your comments on Cochrane.
have the situation sized up about O.K.

Now climb on your old buss and roll down here,
soon as you can. the weather is wonderful ad
quite a orond in the town now.

Yours sinaoe

CARL 0. PIS

. t t+

* 
1 1

I think you

Tom, as
a there is

B~t -

4!

" ' - S.



November 24, 1934.

Mr. Thomas W. Milton,
731 Covington Drive,
Detroit, Michigan.

Dear Tommyt-

What kind of a light 4-door Sedan, second-hand
ear can I get that has had a reasonable amount of use and
is in good shapet At how low a figure can one be picked
up around Detroit?

First, I want wood wheels, and a 4-door Sedan.
Don't want any of the modern bugs on stream-line, hump-
backed, and with such damnable, uncomfortable riding seats
and so little room to get in and out of the cars. I would
much rather have a 1932 or 1933 car that has been taken
care of. My wagons here are about worn out.

Write me. Don't waste money on telegrams. Just
write me a letter and tell as how the market is up there
on what I am looking for.

Tours,

CARL 0. FISHER.
CGP:AVX
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December 4, 1934

Mr. Carl G. Fisher
Miami Beach, Florida

My dear "Skip":

Replying to your letter of November 24, I feel that
you are placing too much responsibility on me in asking me to
select a car for you, knowing as I do how oritical you are of
the modern designs. I think there is little doubt that used
car prices are from $100 to $200 lower in Detroit than in Miami
Beach. If you can take the time to look around and decide what
make of car you want, I shall be glad to look through the avail-
able supply here for such a car in good condition, and advise
you of its price.

I don't know how much money you want to pay, or what
size car you want, but I am strongly of the opinion that en
Eleventh Series Packard Eight five-passenger sedan would provide
very satisfactory transportation. These cars sold for approxi-
mately $2500 new, but we have one or two brand-new cars on hand
that can be bought, I believe, for $1500. With respect to ease
of ingress and egress, they are probably not much better than
the mine run of cars, but in all other respects, would be very
satisfactory.

Don't get the idea that I am trying to sell you a
Packard because of my employment here. I honestly believe that
one of our last year's Eights at this price represents the best
deal you could make anywhere. Furthermore, you must not confuse
the car I am suggesting with the big trucks you owned some years
back. Those were Super Eights and were substantially larger
cars than the one I am now suggesting.

I realize this is not a very satisfactory response,
but if you will give me a little more definite information, I
will be only too glad to do whatever I can to help you get the
kind of car you want.

With kindest personal regards,

Yours ver ly,
dc'

T. MiltonTM:0'C



December 10, 1934.

Mr. Thomas ilton,
C/o Packard Motor Car Co.,
Detroit, Michigan.

Dear Tom:-

Thanks for yours of the 4th.

I know the Packards are very good, but I
don't think they are worth the difference either
in the list price or the second-hand values, but
I just had an idea you might know of something that
was an unusual bargain.

I have made arrangements for a Hudson,
after I received your letter.

I wish you could get down and see us.

Tours,

00Ft:AM CARL G. FISHER.



THOMAS W. MILTON

731 COVINGTON ORIVE

DETROIT. MICHIGAN

December 15th, 1934.

My dear "Skin":

Your recent letter is before me. I knew at the time
of mailing how unsatisfactory my lest letter would be
considered, however, my suggestion that you buy one
of last years Dackard's brand new for $1500 was more
sensible that you suspect. It has been a long time since
you have had an expensivd car and you are likely to
compare todays low nrice cars with your antiquated
Packard experience. Actually, last years Packard 8 is
a peach of a job. It is not nearly as large as the cars
you had and is a very nice job to drive. The seats are
quite comfortable and it is not radical from a style s
standpoint. You may not have wanted to nend A1500 but
I reasoned that business is breaking a little better
for you now and you are not going to be around these
aarts forever and I still think the much greater enjoy-
ment you would have derived from the Packerd would have
fully justified the cost. You can aggue yourself into
believing that a Hudson runs just as well if you want
to but it is just nlain buncombe. I wanted to write you
sooner and suggest that you buy either a nackar, or a
new Ford V-8. They will he announced shortly and I believe
they are - or will be - better cars than Hudson and at
a lower nrice. In any case you now have a car and I hore
you will be satisfied with it.

Something always happens to prevent my getting a vacation.
I had a swell scheme all worked out and had Colonel's
approval and would have left today but on last Wednesday
Colonel asked me if I would object to giving un my nlan
for the reason that I am taking on a new job with the
company and he felt I should become familiar with it be-
fore the New York Show. Naturally I could not object as a
am still glad that I have a job to work at.

Van and I have been associated in the develooment work
for the neast severg vears but because of the money
invested in brind out the new lower priced Packard the
experimental program will be considerably restricted for
the next year. That left me end Van without a job so ol
onel decided to rut Van on the Diesel program which so
far has been a bust with instructions to make or break
it within the next year and he has assigned me to the

job of service engineer. Among other things it will be
my job to sell our product to the sales organization -
that is new cars,as and when brought out - this will
require both engineering and sales knowledge an-1 I en
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quite sure I am going to erjoy the work. I don't know
how good a job I will be able to do but I will give it
all the "stuff" I have and I believe I can swing it okay.
Of course the primary function of the office is to keen
in touch with the factory service derartment and prescribe
remedies for any and all troubles reported from the field.
All in all it should be very interesting work and I am
glad of the chance to take it on.

In asking me to give up my vacation plans at this time
Colonel said he thought I would be able to take some time
off in February or March. I am not planning on this as
it seems quite uncertain to me but if it does develop
that I can take a vacation at that time I will drive down
to Miami Beach for a brief visit with you.

I cannot tell you how hanny I am that things are going
so well at the Beach. It is kind of tough for those who
never have had anything to find themselves poorer but it
must be. worse for one who has had so much. I often think
of the day when riding down to Montauk on the "K" yo,
said "Tommy, I have money coming in so damned fast I don't
know what to do with it" well, I guess you haven't had
any worries of that nature recently. I think it uroner
to tell you that you certainly have been very graceful
in your retrenchment.

I saw Caley down at South Fend a few weeks ago and he
seemed quite ontimistic in regard to the future of Mon
tauk. He indicated that vo" may again take over the reins
and give the place the management it deserves. I cetrtirly
hone this is true.

By the way has the Montauk Co., ever gone through bank-
ruptcy or is it a going concern? My reason for asking
is in relation to income taxes.

With kindest regards to yourself and argaret, I a!",

Sincerely,

Page two.



December 30, 1934.

Mr. Thomas W. Milton,
T31 Covington Drive,
Detroit, Michigan.

Dear Tom:-

I have yours of the 15th and of course I enjoyed
reading such a good progressive letter.

Uow forget the Packard. In'the first place, I
haven't $1500 - my limit is $500 - and I have already ma"
a deal for a second-hand wagon. I haven't had a new au-
tomobile for six years, and the string I have is rather
frazzled.

I believe you are going to like that new job. It
is at least interesting and may drag you down here.

I have been unable to understand for several years
why the Packard didn't cash in on their reputation with a
low priced car, and not try to bring out tese new fangled
doodle-bugs that may be the rage at the present time among
the flappers, but there don't seem to be a great deal of
horse sense in their construction.

I would rather have the fender business profit now-
adays than all the other profits hooked up with the auto-
mobile business. The firtt man who brings out a car that
is so fendered and shook-absorbed that he can push into a
narrow opening and push all automobiles on each side of
him from close contact and emerge from this general melee
without anything more than a little paint gone, is going
to have a real constructive piece of engineering and a
great boon to the motoring public -- "if you get what I
mean, Al".

I think our Montauk affairs are getting in better
shape daily, and we expect to complete the reorganization
of the new corporation within a very short time. It is
proposed that I receive 20% of the new stock in the com-
bined corporation, taking the assets of Miami Beadi and
and putting them with Montauk, and eliminating ssme
$1 200,000 that I advanced to the Montauk Corporation.
This wil allow the Company to start up now without a
lot of debts hanging over them, and with all the bonds
of the hotels amply secured. There is no way under
present laws to protect the stockholders, and as I am
the largest stockholder, I can consider, and do consider,
the largest part of this stook investment lost. However,
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the 20% which I receive for my services with the new
corporation, I am going to divide pro-rata with the old
stockholders, and if Montauk comes through and if some
of our plans here materialise our stook may again get
to be a money-earning interest.

We expect to send all of the stockholders a re-
port as soon as the transactions now involved are com-
pleted.

We are having the best season this year since
1928. You would hardly know this place. I think the
new home count is something like 240 for the past year
and new homes are starting at the rate of at least two
a day.

I understand Oaley and Via have perfected a
gear shift, using vacuum.

Do you remember the old electric push button

on the White Packard that controlled the brakes in a
two-step process? I had great hopes for the future
of this vacuum power when finally worked out mechanic-
ally and scientifically for a more complete and gradu-
ated control.

I will have Fred Humpage write you regarding
your income tax matter, and I hope to see you when and
as you can arrange it.

Tours,

00?: Al OARL G. FISKER.

P.S.-- If you and Van would put in a little time de-
signing an automobile as a vehicle of comfort
and luxury, and leave out the speed end of it,
you might open up a new field that seems to me
to be every place and nobody to supply the de-
mand.

0.0,1.

12-20-34.



Note: Read the last paragraph on page lix first.

THOMAS W. MILTON

731 COVINGTON DRIVE

DETROIT, MICHIGAN

January 25th., 1935.

My dear "Skin":

Your letter of December 20th was a dandy and I have rea

it several times. In going over some of your older lette-s

as well I am aware that I have not answered some of yor

questions - vhich I shall now do.

Soiktime last year I mrote vo" Pbort en. oil -einting en

you replied - " I don't know what canvas you are referring

to". 'ell, the answer to that is that I don't either. I

think I told von Florene was in fetroit and had dinner with

me one night and she said you had some picture or other

that would go well with the one I had and so I ina-:fred

about it. I did not have the oninion that the canvas referred

to had any great value but since you have sold yo:r raintings

I evidently was in error about that. I-was -visualizing a

picture that was laying around somewhere for the want of

better disposition. In any case it is of no im"ortance hat-

ever to either of us.

Just one more word on the automobile matter. The letter

I first wrote you was dictated at the factory and I doubt

that in that letter or any subseauent one I gave you the

full story. If you had been prerared to spend 1150r the

packard I hed in mind would have beer P really good invest-

ment BTTT what I had in mind was that if you were not going
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to spend that much that yon shoil, wait n few weeks for

the 1935 Ford V-8. You have a new rig and I hone it i

satisfactory but I personally would much rather have e

Ford than a Hudson. The new Forde have a lot of roon i

the bodies and are relatively easy to get into and ont of.

If you don't believe this go and try one. Also they have

a pretty fair ride now. The only noint in rehashing the 'Ar

business at this time is to let you know that the recommend-

ation I had in mind - and which I think I never made fully -

was sound and logical. So that's that.

The company sent me to the New York Show where I remaine?

the full week and I can truthfully say that the re- cnr

went over in great sha-e. Our competitors admit it is a

fine package but insist that "ackerH cannot sell it at a

profit. That remains to be seen. Although I was on the 1

losing team I must say that the new car is a very nice re-

snlt and I believe will ,rove very poolar -with , -c~asers.

There is indeed point to your remarks about the (resent

car fenders. It is only a matter of time, however, rntil

fenders will disasnear completely. This will reduce the

original cost as well as upkeep.

Your story about Montauk is very interesting but I contiri:e

to think that you are entirely too much concerned abont

those who bought stock in the original Montank enter-rise.

At the risk of becoming monotonois I reneat thpt it -as a

nrivilege to buy the stock and those who do not feel that

way yet are noor snorts and deserve no consideratior. anyway.

The idea of combining the Miami and Montauk assetts does
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not sound very good to me. I o not doubt that uortp.k till

someday be all that you visioned but I think it is doubtful

when that day will arrive and I suspect that the -l-n yo^

nor have in mind is oredicated largely unon your desire to

get those out of the woods who rent into the project with

you as stockholders and if this is yo-r rensor I wold ce,-

tainly advise against it. From all that I hear Uiami Beach

is going strong and it would seem that if you confine your

interest and efforts to that commrunity that you have a fine

chance of securing for yourself a clean bill of health and

I for one feel you are certainly entitled to start thinking

a little dbout yourself and less about others. I have often

regretted that you kent nlozring your own money into "orta.k

instead of asking the stockholders to come through with

their share. I have a feeling that your neck is bore: to

the tesk of reimbursirg all you;r Montauk stockholders before

you depart this something-or-other. It is a beautiful attitude

and sentiment but might be very indigestible. You might get

awfully thin on it. Maybe your plan is good from a business

point of view and if it is okay but if it isn't the hell

with it.

Yes indeed I remember the old white Iackard and the brake

control. The gear shift you refer to is optional eq'ipment

on the new Hudson and works quite well. It is too early to

tell whether the device will achieve nonular favor. Te had

an experimental samrle and I have driven it Trite a lot and

rather like it but I am not at all sure that it will be a

boon to sales. In so far as I can see your giving those

patents to Caley and Vic certainly set Vic un in brsiness.
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I don't know just what Vic roulA have done otherwise. Ir

fact I am not sure just what he is going to do as it is.

I don't know whether you agree or not but I regard Vincent

Bendix as one of those examnles who nrove that vor can get

a lot of boodle without brains. To me he proves that there

are more nasturtiums then there n-e horses and I don't

think Vic is as smart in his conduct of the engineering end

as he might be. He has not been smart in his handling of

his good men. Result - a mutiny in which they lost a lot

of very good talent.

In respect to designing the right kind of car for Packard

I might tell yon that we have been unable to sell them the

kind of car we think they should build. Fe had not one thing

to do with the recent new car. We did design an engine that

we still believe should have been a ;.art of it but they

thought otherwise and the net result has beer that Var is

no longer on the nay roll. It was actually shocking to me

that they would let out a ran with his originality and keer

me on and I told them so. Van has forgotten more about en-

gineering than I will ever know. I will say in my own behalf

tlYat some years ago I began trying to demonstrate ability

along as many lines as Possible and I think that is the

reason I am still there. Just in Passing I might tell yon.

that I wrote the address ?acauley gave at the 7nveiling of

the new car in New York. This is not generally known but

I did just the same.

Recently I have been reviewing my connection with Tackard

and it is cite a sto-v of -s eand ?or-s. This -ast s"--p-

Page four.,



I started writing the demn sneech at noon nhristras nav

and finished it twenty hours later.
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I worked like hell to finish an engine that I am certain

is much better than the one they adopted which of corrse

make sthe effort anuear very futile and so it has been

all along. A good salary today and a cut tomorrow then a

raise and what next I don't know. It certainly is a struggle.

to stay in the swim with a big corporation and it all seems

so worthless. I'm not doing anything that gives me the least

personal satisfaction or oleasure. I think this proceeds

from the fact that I believe I am not engaged in the kind

of work that I could do best. I am not at heart an engineer

and therefore do not enjoy the work. I have come to think

that I have some selling ability along nromotional lines.

I mean by that I don't think I could sell a commodity like

salt or cigars with any great success but if I could find

just the niche where I could fit I think I would be a lot

happier. The trouble is I don't know exactly what kind of

a niche it is that I an looking for and therefore ft is hard

to find. Recently I have been wondering whether it is pos-

sible to make a living in Florida in the citrus business

and how much capital is reouired end so on. Someday when

you have nothing better to do I wish you would give me your

views on this. I have come to think that living in a good

climate is oretty imnortant in the scheme of things. This

Michigan climate is terrible and I am damn well fed uo om

it. As a matter of fact I am a* home recuperating from

Flu attack No:87 and that is the reason I have the time to

edit this novel. I don't know how much money Farl Kizer has

or is making but he is lots smPater then I Pm fnr at least
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he is living in Florida. ;Then yon have time Tlease tell re

what you think I ought to shoot for. Yon know me quite well

and I would rather have your opinion than anyone's else T

know. Incidentally, I am sure you will be happy to krow

that I have done a pretty goo- job in curbing the old tem er.

I have not flown off the handle now for nearly three veers.

Don't try to read this epistle during working ho'nrs but

substitute it for one of the books that you ordinarily 4e-

vour in the middle of the night. I have double sracei it

to make it a little easier on yonr eyes.

ith kindest regards to yourself and Margaret, I a,

Sincerely



W . January 29, 1935.

Mr. Caleb 8. Bragg,
135 tast 74th Street,
New York, N. Y.

Deer Caley:-

I an enclosing some correspondence h the maeloid Com-
pany. They have one of the biggest things I e ever seen for new
promotion work. They don't know a handle this and
they are therefore, missing millio of doll rth of business
through lack of proper promotion

It is quite a bigj ad I d 't want to tackle it alone
or single-handed. The out should bolstered up with patents
and copyrights, or whatever 1 bol it up to keep out competi-
tion. Our hotels here are ea anxious to buy a thousand dol-
lars worth of their signs and e only five hotels out of a
millta,

I have s ideas re di his sign work that I haven't
explained to anyon that would ing in several millions of dollars
worth of busimess ediately. wrote to Howard Lyon and told him
to get on the job d try to ma some arrangements, but he either
is too busy or doe t think hing at all of the idea.

ey oduce it that is as good as Neon and a great
deal b er in some espects - very much less cost and more efficien-
oy. E Madan has e of the several ideas that I have, but he has
not ye sised up th situation properly. If he is not protected by
patent trade-nark etc., it would be very easy for someone else
to pic p his bus cs. The business is large enough to afford
a very ortab ncome to several pomoters, and it is a business
that har 1 not affect as such as it will the usual non-
necessity.

I don't think that Mr. Madan realizes the dangers that
will present themselves as soon as there is a large demand for his
produet. As an example: I have already advised Mr. Madan that we
have five hotels and that we want to buy some of his signs, but he
cannot offer us a thing at the present time. Of course, I realise
that dies are expensive and that production must be carefully looked
into, etc.

I as sending Mr. Madan a copy of this letter as I don't
want him to get a wrong impession of my interest in the Company,
and if you have a chance, drop down there and see him, or meet him
in New York, and talk over the situation generally, and see what
you can do.

s' .. .. t ` :.....r:-"....... .,.i .':u ...: . 3rt. .....+., .2b "v. .t a .,.. _. 5i'ti..'."zG Vs` i'"-
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You are well posted on patent ligitation and know the dan-
gere of competition, sad of course the best way to avoid this com-
petition is to do so in the early stages of a development.

After you have a talk with Mr. Madan drop me a note and let
ae know your general reaction to the prospective business. I want
you to sell yourself, instead of s as promoti the idea, if possi-
ble. Also, of course, I would like, to have Madan interested on
a very strong co-operative basis.

I cannot do a great deal of the necess y work that must be
done to properly promote this new idea but I n give you ideas of
how to immediately sell five or more are worth of this
product.

If you are interested p do and see you can do.
If you are not interested, 1. know ediately. My principal
object is to hand over my i on the signs to somebody who sen
take over the job and oomple t in cirst lass business-like
manner.

our

OFAVM L 0. FISHER.
Enclosures
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January 29, 1935.

Mr. Thos. W. Milton,
731 Covington Drive,
Detroit, Michigan.

Dew Tommy:-

I wish you could get down here for a few days and talk `

things over generally.

I am sending you copy cf a letter that I have just written
to Caley Bragg. This new process of sign letters is the biggest
thing I have seen in a long time, but it is difficult for me to
break into the business without having a considerable amount of
money to put up. However, it is possible for some arrangements
to be made with this Company for Mr. Bragg and yourself.

The Company needs mechanics and it needs brains to control
the patents, trade-marks, etc. Also, it needs a clean selling
campaign that can work fast and keep competition from having a start,
and it particularly needs the ability to deliver immediately on the
orders that are possible.

Their present plan of doing business here at Miami Beach
is absolutely ridiculous. They don't get much business and what
business they do get is at several times the price that it should be.

There is a tremendous future and a tremendous fortune to be
accumulated if this idea is properly handed. There is at least
two hundred thousand dollars worth of business here in this little
town alone, if only the right program is followed to get the business.

Daley is a very desirable man to interest as well as your-
self. The proper plan to pursue means a good meoianio, with manu-
facturing ideas in quantities. I will guarantee to sell a million
dollars worth of this material with one page of advertising in the
Saturday Evening Post, and I wouldn't give the prospects of the
future of this business for the prospects of Packard and half a
dosen other automobile companies I could name.

Drop me a note. I haven't read your letter yet.

Yours,

CARL 0. yISHER.OGF: AVM
Enclosure



February 12, 19835.

Mr. Thos. M. MiltoA,
731 Covington Drive,
Detroit, Michigan.

Dear Tom:

Yours of January 25th received. I am glad you
took time to write me a long letter.

The orange grove business is good and bad. There
is an enormous future and opportunity in Florida for small,
quickly built houses. The Johns-Manville Company have
been staggering in and out of the job for the last five
years, and I have been doing the same.

I have spent $5,000 in experiments. The job is
one that should be licked if a complete co-operation could
be had with the Company, but about a hundred different
architects have had a hundred different ideas, and the
Johns-Manville Company have become saddle-sore with ideas
and efforts to co-operate, etc. It is like building a
new type of automobile by correspondence.

With the $5,000 home exemption now in the State
of Florida, it offers an unusual opportunity for home
owners, and there are thousands upon thousands of retired
policemen, school teachers, army officers, preachers, pro-
fessors and others who can live on a very small income,
and we look for an enormous number of these people to come
into Florida.

There is a great deal of low priced land in Florida
where three or four acres will produce a large amount of
food stuff, and there is also a considerable amount of rea-
sonably priced lots now where cottage life can be consid-
ered desirable.

The big point I think I see in the future for these
small oottages is that they are and should be practically
indestructible and certainly fire-proof, vermin-proof, and
proof against 4he continuous sunshine.

The new materials of the Johns-Manville Company are
ideal for this country down here, and they have recently
brought out an acid treatment for coloring purposes which
takes the place of paint; is very economical to apply, and
gives quite a little variety of color at about one-tenth
the cost of paint.

I



Mr. Thos. V. Milton - 2.

Now that you can buy steel windows and doors that
are practically rust-proof, the upkeep on these houses is
almost nil. Putting them together economically and very
quickly is, of course, the big item right now.

I am enclosing an article from a Philadelphia
architect which is very well written.

The people of considerable means are now buying
small cottages at $5 000 and $6,000 who could not be in-
duced to even look ai such a house three or four years ago;
just exactly as people are now buying Fords.

I am sending you a circular of a house which I have
just completed, and. we are now gradually getting started on
ire-proof and bog-proof houses here at the Beach. I expect

the time to come when it will be against the law to build
a house with wooden floors or with a place for rat nests
among the rafters and joists.

Now regarding the sign business, which is another
thing that has come up this season:

Just after I had mailed you a copy of my letter to
Caley Bragg, he dropped in to see me at the house, but he
did not seem to be interested; said he did not want to
tackle any more work at this time, and I think he felt that
the sign business was a business open to an enormous amount
of competition - which it is; but I have recently had some
new ideas regarding the furnishing of signs with indetach-
able letters on glass.

This process I have in mind is easy to handle
could be financed by the glass people and could, I think,be partially protected with patents.

The sign business is growing faster than any other
new business in America. The experiments I have made so
far are O.K., but, like all other businesses of this kind,
it is quite a job. It does not take a great deal of money
to get into the business but it takeattime to get organised
and make proper connections with the glass companies.

There were 140 permits issued for new signs here on
the Beach last month; I don't know how many in Miami, but
it is quite safe to say that my type of sign would have
supplied the needs of a considerable percentage of these
permits and, in some instances, at a very great saving.

2-124-35.



r. Thos. W. Milton - 3.

I would like to turn this idea over to you and let
you mill it over. It is really a day's job to talk ove
the different angles. Some of the points I have in mind
are really very economical and fast and profitable, and,
I believe, patentable. I believe you could handle this
job and that it would fit you better than the job you are
in now.

I would like to have you around some place where I
could talk to you. Can't you manage to get down here for
a few days?

The more I think of the eign situation, I would much
prefer my ideas to the existing ideas that are now in oper-
ation; and even if the Emeloid Company would come through
with a very flattering offer I am sure I would prefer the
ideas I have for a general sign business.

My plan could ship from Detroit or Pittsburgh to
Denver, Colorado a completed sign, very closely resembling
the Neon sign, for less money than the Neon people could
install a sign in Denver, even if they had their own man
in Denver to do the job. Also, the sign I refer to is
practically indestructible and would have a selling value
of 50f, perhaps, for a period of years, and oould be changed
and used for any other line of business necessary.

Also, these signs would have a trade-in value, like
a gas tank.

I have a tail-hold on a fine idea that won't cost
any money to think over. Van. would fit in on this job
also. In fact, the two of you could put just the proper
smoke on the ball to do the job.

Let me hear from you.

Yours,

CGy:AW CARL G. FISHER.
Enclosures

2-"12-35.



THOMAS W. MILTON
731 COVNGTON DRVE

DETROIT, MICHIGAN

Febrnary 12th., 1935.

.!y dear "Skip";

Your last letter was a dandy and I have wanted to answer

at an earlier date but the new job I have has had me on

the run and I don't mean perhaps. Getting out a new car

is largely responsible.

There isn't much I can say about the sign business you

discussed except to tell you that I certainly am interested

and I hope you will let me know shat 'aley's reactions are.

Also I would like to have your ideas as to what move I

might make bearing in mind that I cannot leave here with-

out quitting the job I now have and I am not financially

situated to quit this one until I know where I am going

to get another.

Please give me your thoughts when yo, have the time and

in the meantime know that I anoreciate your thinking of

me in connection with anything that looks like a chance

to make some money.

Tith kindest regards to yourself and ??argaret, I am,

Sincerelv



February 14, 1935.

Mr. Thos. W. Milton,
731 Covington Drive,
Detroit, Michigan.

Dear Tom:-

I ran into a situation yesterday that is wonderful
for the convertible sign idea. We won't have to spend a
dime to get our frames as they are already being mamtfao-
tured in quantities Q at a low figure. Every day I see
more and more of the possibilities, if we can get any kind
of protection.

I have a straight-8 Packard Limousine, down here
and in good condition. If you will come down I will give
you the Packard to drive home, - or sell it and pay expenses.
It is in fine running condition - good rubber and good paint,
and you won't have to rebuild anything going North.

They will give me only about $300 in trade for this
car, and I don't want to trade it off as Roy Chapin is go-
ing to give me a Hudson, and it might be that you could
drive the Hudson down here.

I hope you and Roy are good friends. He is a great
fellow. I am enolosing copy of a letter I am writing Roy
today, who will be here March the 10th.

Yours,

00WFAVE CARL 0. FISHER.
Enolosure



February 15, 1935.

Mr. Thos. W. Milton,
731 Oovington Drive,
Detroit, MIiohigan.

Dear Tom:-

I am writing Roy Ohapin today that I want a
radio in the oar he picks out for me, and the extra
tires mounted in the fenders.

I am not stuck on the doodle-bug type, as of
course the whole tail end, where it drags back and
hangs like an over-long pair of pants, is no good in
the long run and of oourse will be abandoned in the
next year or so. The back part of the oar should
be accessible for the carrying of baggage. The
stream lining -and overskirt is a lot of bunk.

Yours,

0F:A1X OAtL G. FISHER.



THOMAS W.MILTON

731 C011NGTO 011VE

DETROIT,. MICHIGAN

February 25th., 1935.

My dear "Skip":

Your last letter was most interesting. I have read it
several times as well as the article you enclosed and
I have not the slightest doubt that something will be

done with the idea and probably in the near future. It

certainly has great oossibilities but I am not certain

that it is down my alley, at least at the moment for it
will require considerable capital to start and it will

be some time before experiments are comnleted and in-

come produced and at this time I have no one waiting to

stake me in a business venture.

It must certainly be true that the experiences of the
denression will cause many a noor devil to adopt a new

viewpoint on life which will be based on a more sound
ohilosonhy than was general a few years ago. Living by

the wayside seems due fo- more proper consideration.
Even I am in that frame of mind so what must the thousands
who are farther along the road be thinking.

I had rather hoped that Caley would be interested in the
sign business and that he would be interested in having
me run the thing for him but oerhans that wouldn't work
out well anyway. I'm not at all sure that Caley is easy

to get along with in business and I'm not sure that I am
either.

All that you have said about the sign business sounds
very interesting and I realize that to get anywhere I
must get down there and have a talk with you about it
but that's where the rub is. If the expense of the tri,
were the only consideration your generous suggestion about
your old Packard would solve it very well but the heck
of it is that I may not quit the job I have until I am
certain just where I an heading because I have no cash
reserve whatever to carry on with and I have such definite
obligations to Elinor and Tommy Jr and to Mother that I
simply must continue to earn money to defray these ex-
penses. If I were alone or if the closing of the banks
here had not so crippled me I would be in a fine nosition
to take a chance on something that held promise but under
oresent circumstances I must hang on to what I have and
at the same time try to locate something new and better
and that is rather difficult I realize.

In one of my letters I told you tht Van got the air at
?ackard. He is a very ingenious fellow and he has some



THOMAS W. MILTON

ideas that may materialize rather nUickly. .'e both want
to continue our partnership arrangement and we have a
number of schemes that we are working on right now that
may oroduce some ouick dough in which case I will chase
myself down to Miami for n visit and a talk about the
ideas you have in mind. The heck of it is that I am the
salesman of the team end I cannot orenlygm go ro-rl
trying to sell our services for certainly if rackard
got wind of it I too might get the air esuecially since
I have just taken over a new office. I am sure it is all
going to work out okay in the end.

Someone from Mr. Chanin's office called me today to say
that they have found a car they think suitable and wanted
to know whether I was planning on driving it down for
you. I explained that my boss Colonel Vincent is in Flor-
ida and is expected baek the end of this week and thatI
would like to hold the matter in abeyance until his re-
turn on the theory that I might be able to get away at
that time. There is nothing certain about it and if you
are in a hurry to get your new rig I think you had better
instruct them to shin it to you. I hone of course that
you are not in a rush to get it and that yon can.wait
until Colonel gets back here since if I can get away it
would be lots cheaper to drive down than take the train.
I am anxious to talk with you about this sign idea. I
don't sunnose yo -ill be coming North for a couple of
months yet.

As soon as I can get some definite decision I will send
you a ire so you will know where you are at in regard
to your car.

With kindest regards to yourself and Margaret, I am,

Sirncerel

The second installment of this story aopera tomorrow
but I thought you might be pleased to know that the old
name still gets an occasional play. This fellow !hurphy
is a fine fellow and I think a comer as a snorts writer.

Page two.



February 27, 1935.

Mr. Thos, W. Milton,
731 Covington Drive,
Detroit, Michigan.

Dear Tommy:-

I had to move very fast here last week, on
account of some new thoughts of the Neon people. I had
to rush through an application for a patent that was not
at all complete in its application and not entirely worked
out mechanic ally, and I don't know whether I will get a
patent or not. If I do, it will be a great thing.

I don't want you to quit your job at all, but
I did want you to be able to give it some thought on the
side, and I wanted to get the whole thing settled up and
off my hands and in the hands of somebody who can give
it a few hours extra time which I certainly cannot do.
I wanted to talk to you about it and show you the possi-
bilities of the job.

Caley did not react at all. He said he was
busy with some other stuff, and even the word "sign"
made his nose not only turn up but - Whootchy-kootohy",
so I didn't say anything more to him about it. However,
Caley'e remarks on anything I have in mind have no more
than the average effect.

Yours,

CGF: AVM
CARL 0. FISHER.



March 2, 1935.

Mr. Thos. W. Milton,
731 Covington Drive,
Detroit, Michigan.

Dear Tommy:-

-The proposition I have been trying
to hook you on, thereby relieving me of a lot
of work, would be brain work and I believe you
could handle it to very good advantage, but it
will take two or three days to explain it.

If you can come down for two or three
days, come on.

Yours,

CGF:AVE CARL 0. FISHER.



March 4, 1935.

Mr. Thos. W. Milton,
731 Covington Drive,
Detroit, Michigan.

Dear Tom:-

Further in reply to yours of February 85th:

It wasn't any part of my idea for you to quit
the job you had, but I thought you might get Van inter-
ested and let him work with you a little on the side
until you could make the proper contact for the manu-
facture and sale.

Of course, I think a good little company, with-
out too much overhead or factory expense, could do won-
derful things with these signs after they had a start.

It is going to be rather difficult to get a
patent, and if all the patent claims are disallowed,
then it is going to be just a question of getting start-
ed first and being able to outsell competitors.

I have told Vincent something about the sign
and told him I had hoped you might run down here on a
vacation, and that you might be interested to the extent
of getting Van interested, as a certain amount of good
mechanical sense is necessary. Also, it is necessary
to make some contacts with manufacturers.

At the present time there are several manufactur-
ers who make exactly what we want, and any one of them
should be quite willing to jump into the proposition of
a new outlet for their glassware and also for their win-
dow sash.

If I had any spare cash, I would be willing to
back enough of it on this job to see it into commercial
use; but the very fact that the word Rsign* is connected
with the job, it sounds something like going into the
doughnut business.

However, Hugh Davis was here the other day and
I got him to take the patent application to Washington
and see what he can do, and get a reflex of patent at-
torneys or wherever he could get a reflex, on one of
our applications. I will keep you advised as soon as
I hear from him.

Tours,

001: AVM CARL 0. FISHER.




